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• 44-Year-Old flu Victim

NThis Is The First Time I Had To Beg Food"
A No
whits•

walked off after we came down back Friday and they would'State Defender office. That's
executive director, Rev. James conferred with the treasurer: This is the story she related home about $31 each.
SECOND IN SERIES
if they could do anythingl why I am here now," said
STAFF WRITER
"Two weeks ago my daugh- with the flu. We haven't heard see
A. McDaniel to give ma some of the club, Dr. E. Frank White, to the Tri-State Defender:
for them."
Mrs. "A."
The 44-year-old woman, tall.food. He said, the Urban a dentist with an office on .
ter, her son and I came down from him since."
at
tenant
double
a
in
live
'I
As the Tri-State Defender
Mrs. "A" continued: "When
and thin Explained between t League does not have food or Beale St. Soon, Mrs. "A" had
with flu. We could not work. When Mrs. "A" was asked
great spells of coughing. "This money wlth which to buy you , been relieved of her most -- tin the Beale Street area) We had been doing house- how she happened to go to I left the Memphis and Shel- , stated in the first of this series:
Is the first t.me in life I ever,food. However, I'll send You ipressing need — money enough with my 18- year-old daughter work. We also owe rent, which the Urban League for aid: She by County Welfare Commis. There is not any public agension, I was so worried until I,cy in Memphis or Shelby
had to do this. This is the first to the editor of the Tri-State't° purcheate food for five days.'and her four-year-old son. We is $36 a month. Our gas and said:
stopped ia white woman on the', County which can give imtime I ever had to beg fori Defender. He is the presidenti She had Faked for food for both had been working at the light were cut off."
"I first went to the Mem- street and told her my story. mediate relief from cold and
food. I will pay you back."1 of an organization which pos- three days only, because she Reel-helly Car Wash, 1044
When Mrs. A was asked phis and Shelby County Wel-,She told me to go to Mayor hunger. Despite the overThomas st., about four months
,We will refer to her as Mrsa sibly could help you.
had been
her
husband.
about
said,.
She
fare
Some
Commission (at 243 Win- Henry Loeb's office and tell. whelming progress made in
off.
I before we were laid
here," house work on Friday' ancil days we did not work because "My husband walk r d-o f f chester ave.) There they toldI him. I went to his office. AH most all other areas of life in
"That is why I came
Mrs. "A" explained to the said Mrs. "A ".'The editor call. then she, would be able to lof bad weather. When we about six months ago after we me on Wednesday that they!secretary there told me to gol America, administrative proTri-State Defender repo'ter: ed Rev. McDaniel. president l make it,
!worked we made $5.40 a day had been married II years. My couldn't do .anything for me to the Urban League, After I'cedures for the immediate reHow did "Mrs. A" suddenlyj each. When we worked six daughter's husband, who has now. They gave me a slip of went to the Urban League, I lief of destitutionstill moves
"I went to the Urban League of the Memphis Frontiers In•
.40 Beale st., and asked the ternational club, who in turn!find herself without food? I days a week each of us brought been drafted for the U.S. Army,: paper which told me to come, was told to come to the Tri- 1st a snail's pace.
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"The South's Independent Weekly"

OWEN COLLEGE TRUSTEES are discussing plans for a
$25,000 public drive which is scheduled to be conducted between May 15 and June 15. Mapping plans for the monthlong 1963 drive are; left-right: L. H. Twigg, Sr., chairman,
executive committee, Board of Trustees; Blair T. Hunt, vice-
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Sergeant Convinced Brother
Committed Double Murder
Ill

ettairman, special finance committee; R. W. Norsworthy,
chairman, special finance committee; Charles I., Dinkins,
president, Owen college and S. A. Owen, chairman, board of
trustees. Solicitatiot:s in the city of Memphis will be conducted May 15-June15.

NAACP Sets Up Machinery
For Selective Buying'
To Protest Discrimination
Two main committees of the ative to equal employment oplocal NAACP in a joint meet-, portunities for Negroes.
Setting of the machinery for
ing March 13, voted to finalize plans to set up machinery the "Selective Buying" camfor a "Selective Buying" cam- paign are the Freedom Compaign—"if such action be- mittee and the Church Work
comes necessary as a result of Committee.
inaction by various retailers, It was also revealed that
who have been contacted re- approximately 300 local Negro

W.C Handy Comes TO
I a
Beale: The St. Louis
Blues Follow

ministers have agreed to give, the books, which are not beoverwhelming support to thel ing used." He pointed to the
campaign by urging their con- "Selective Buying" carried on
gregatioris to withhold their by ministers in Atlanta, Ga.,
dollars from businesses which Jacksonville, Fla., and Phildiscriminate in job opportuni- adelphia, Pa.
This action by the Freedom
ties.
It was pointed out that lo- Committee followed resolucal Negroes consume more tions adopted by the local
than 50 per cent of soft-drinks, branch NAACP "to proceed
60 per cent of bread and spend forthwith in the area of emapproximately $108 million a ployment." Heading the Freeyear in appliances, automo-,dom Committee is Rev. Samuel B. Kyles ant thatrmen- Of
biles and other products.
the Church Work Committee
A committee member stated, is Rev. Lawrence F. Haygood.
further "economical withdraw-I The NAACP's executive comal by Negroes, around the mittee unanimously approved
desegregated,
has
country,
See NAACP, Page 2
more jobs than all the laws on!

When Sgt. John Thomasi chief in charge told him,
aine to Memphis refiin Fort' "Don't feel too harshly about.
Polk, La., for the funeral of your brother. He is a sick'
his mother, Mrs. Louvenia boy. He has been carried to
Coleman, and young niece,, the hospital for help since
Dora Jean Hurst, four, who he was brought here, and he
were murdered at 1601 Rey-, still has to take so much med:burn, he found himself the eine each day."
As he left the jail without
only member of the family
who had SOME doubt about seeing his brother, Sgt. Thomhis brother, Joseph C. Hurst,' as said, "He was just born into
I with him. Jim Turner ran to
SECOND IN SERIES
this world to take my mother
17, being the killer.
The Memphis NA ACP Vasco A. Smith, a local denHandy's hometown. A genius
By FRED L. HUTCHINS
"There is still that shadow! out of it."
Membership Drive" tist and vice president of the
"Spring
unaware.
genuis
a
met
(Guest Writer)
of a doubt in my mind," he
at a "Kick- Memphis Branch; Mrs. Callie
underway
get
something
will
just
was
There
In 1908 William Christonher
said, "and Joe has told me
meeting Thursday, March Stevens, NAACP board memTurner's
Off"
Jim
about
different
(W. C.) Handy came to Beale
that he did not do it."
said 28. All captains, workers and ber and a principal, and Atty.
Street. He planted his faet 001 music. It was generally
Then to add to the con"if interested persons are expect- A. W. Willis, a NAACP lawviolin
his
played
he
when
imBeale Stree and left his
fusion, the-' was the matter
very
were
ed to attend the meeting at yer. Jesse Bishop will be time
you
cry,
didn't
you
a
within
mortal prints on it
of the silverware which disMt. Olive Cathedral at 8 p.m. keeper.
hardhearted."
hesoon
decade. Beale Street
appeared from the house on
Among questions to be dis10-year-stay
Handy's
During
after
McAllister Waters, dynamic
Handy
for
came too small
the day that' the murder was
Street, he joined the'chairman of the Membership'cussed by the panel are: "What
Beale
on
him.
beckoned
Broadway
committed.
Role Can the NAACP Play In
Musicians.
IDrive, will outline plans and Opening Up Job Opportunities
Almost as soon as Handy' other Beale Street
A LE BONHEUR SUPPORTER — Having seen many young
Also, Joe had complained SHIRLEY PURNELL .. 6550
to Memphis to take strategy for the
came
He
cama'
started
he
Memphis
to
raised
came
money
with
children given needed hospital care
of having heard someone try- Carolyn Randle
for Negores? What methods are
4550205
6
charge of the Knights of Pying to break into the house Earlie Mae Bites
through sale of LeBonheur-Memphis stickers, Mrs. La- tune here called "Alabama thias band. Soon afterward he paign. Door prizes, as well as used by other NAACP branchwho
workers
the
inspired
was
for
Handy
prizes
Bound."
n the night before the mur- Katheryn Woods
Verne Tisdale, a local welfare worker, is a strong supporter
37301
dance band with Jim bring in the largest number es to achieve their objectives
to compose the tune when Jim formed a
rs occurred.
2570, of the annual project. Here she is seen accepting the sticker
Turner. The band was called of memberships by March 28 in breaking down patterns of
Patricia Terrell
left
musician,
a
Turner,
also
Mrs.
that
Was it possible
2535 , from little Jimmy, a boy whose hospitalization was financed
Handy's band. They and prizes for the captain who segregation? What resources
Joyce Carney
Memphis bound for Alabama, Turner and
Coleman had come into her Beverly Allen
2175
through last year's sales. The youngster's parents are dead after his best girl friend broke played rsany an entertainment has the most workers present, for Negroes? What methods are
takthief
a
home to surprise
Mem940
on the "elite" Shelby Street, will be presented by the host- available to Negroes in
Eunice Logan .. ..
and he Is a resident of Goodwill Home for Children.
ing her silverware? Did he Patricia Cummings .
885
which was that part of Front esses: Mrs. Mabel White, Mrs. phis? Of what value is mediathen commit the murder for
Street which ran from Beale Katie Sexton, Mrs. Alma Mor- tion between the races?
Norma J. Taylor
which her son was blamed?
Members of the audience to
south.
Sandra White
ris and Mrs. Roberta Wash- question them.
CHECK HOMICIDE
.
McSwine
B.
Essie
HANDY'S BAND
ington.
Sgt. Thomas decided that
Following the panel discus600
Amelia Gibson ..
Wherever Handy carried his
his brother, who had not had
feature of the pro- sion, Mrs. Maxine Smith, exmain
The
.
McGhee
Earnestine
the
band,
four-piece dance
any legal assistance since Its
the
of
secretary
gram will be a panel discussion ecutive
Gloria Jean Woodard
dance was often stopped and
was arrested and charged with
Evolving Role of the Branch, will outline the goals
"The
on
Patricia
Ford
play
to
requested
Turner was
the double murder, needed le22 °
2
1
NAACP" by several outstand- for 1963. Campaign kits will be
Sadie Hollowell .
a violin solo . . . then another,
gal aid.
ing NAACP members. Jesse distributed to all the captains
250
Hollingsworth
Carolyn
another.
and
Advised to see Capt. E. C.
250 By MRS, LaVERNE TISDALE with their bedridden mother, will Homes for Children tern-. Handy was different from Turner, president of the Mem- and workers. Refreshments
Swann, chief of the Memphis Shirley Smith
phis branch will be panel mod- will be served by the Refreshwere cared for by two sisters porarily.
0
22
Marlon
Green
most other musicians who
Homicide bureau, Sgt. Thomas
Where does the money —,who were then 17 and 18.
erator. Panelists will be Rev. ment Committee, headed by
0
0
2
Towns
Mary
tell
to
forgot
Jimmy's
family
He
Wee's
Pee
saloon.
to
doubt
went
was told, "There is no
50 cents a year—you pay
Lawrence Haygood, pastor of Mrs. S. B. Kyles.
200 only
anyone that he had needed an was more dignified and a lit- Parkway Gardens church and
in,. our mind that your broth- Rose Dotson
for LeBonheur Club tags with NEEDED OPERATION
Mrs. Laurie Sugarman is
there.
get
of
seen
to
shy
being
,
managed
the,
sisters
tie
The
had
We
a
year. and
operation for over
erawas the killer.
your license plates go?
NAACP chairman of the kick-off meetchairman of the
rural
small
the
because
had
he
that
by
evidence
to
been
unable
physical
that they had
The tags not only decorate
church work committee; Dr. ing.
See BLUES, Page 2
killed them, and he did con- 1
the car and advertise the , home was paid for, and they arrange for it because there
with
necessities
purchase
could
insurit."
to
gol
hospitalization
no
was
fess
City of Memphis, but they
Capt. Swann told the Army
for a worthy cause. The mon- the pension checks, but there ance and no money to spare)
veteran of 17 years that when, Have you written a song ey makes hospital care avail- was little for clothing, medi- The doctors in the clinic at
his brother was brought in,Ithat the world should hear? able to children who ordin- cal care end transportation.
LeBonheur who treat the chil-1
Their mother died about a dren at Goodwill Homes treathe personally took charge of Do you have an original way of arily would not receive it.
amusical
instrument?
the case since young Hurst Playing
Here is the story of Jimmy,, year ago. Later, it was nec- ed Jimmy and arranged for
:Do you have a voice that peowas a juvenile.
a story which can be repeated'essary to place Jimmy, a brothlisten
to
money
pay
would
ple
See CARE, Page!
"His sleeves were soakecL
over and over again so long'er and four sisters at Good'
ith blood;" Capt. Swann to?
supto
continues
public
the
as
said, "there was blood inside' It the answer is "Yes" to port the LeBonheur Memphis
his pant's leg almost up to any of the above questions, Tag Sale.
his knees, and th,sre was then you need to contact Co- BOTH PARENTS DEAD
blood on his back which had lumbia Record comp a n y,
Nine-year-old Jimmy is the
dripped there as he carried which is convinced that such thirteenth child in a family
in
area.
talent
this
available
is
forth."
and
back
wrench
the
of fourteen. Unlucky? Maybe,'
The soft-spoken homicide' For an audition, write to but Jimmy doesn't think sod
chief, who has one of the Tom Scott, Auditioning Direc- despite all the things that have
bast-run departments in the tor, Columbia Records, 799 happened in his nine years..
police headquarters, offered Seventh Avenue, New York He's happy and active and apThe 1963 membership drive as William C. "Bill" Weathto read the confession to the City.
pealing now
of the Abe Scharff Branch ers, Industrial Division; Ernest
sergeant, but he was too shakHowever, until a recent op- YMCA, 254 S. Lauderale St. Abram, School division; Rev.
en by what he had heard to
eration at LeBonheur Chil- is set to get underway tonight John C. Mickle, Church Divilisten.
John Childress, Social
The executive committee of dren's Hospital, a physical con- (Wednesday) at 8 p.m. Gen- sion;
NEEDS HELP
by Donizetti. Jenkins, an English instructor
in eral chairman ef this year's Clubs and Fraternities; E. B. MET (VERA TRY OUT—Bennie Jenkins Is
joining
his
prevented
dition
DisCongressional
Ninth
the
The sergeant left police
prin- Payne, business-profcssional pictured backstage in the Music Hall of Ellis
at Hamilton high school and former student
Wells,
is
L.
drive
Cornell
many
activities.
FederaTannessee
the
of
trict
headquarters convinced that
director of WDIA's Teen-Town singers was
About three and a half years cipal at Harrold School in division; and Dr. E. Frank auditorium with Mrs. Helen Overton, presithe slayer of his mother and tion of Democratic Leagues,
was par- Millington, Goal for the drive White and H. L. Jackson,1 dent of the Beethoven Club and'
mother
Jimmy's
ago,
only one of his race competing with 14
the
Howard
,
reguits
hold
to
scheduled
is
and
niece had been caught,
alyzed by a stroke. His father has been set at 1,000 new special gifts and committee Hook. Jr.. National chairman of regional auothers for a year's contract with the Megthat what his brother needed Ian monthly meeting ThursChand-'
L.
J.
management.
of
months
members.
day, March 21 at Universal' died suddenly a few
(Mark Stansbury Photo.)
ditions for the Metropolitan Opera CompanY.
was not legal help but psyVolunteer work_rs will in- ler is chairman of the branch
Life Insuranoe building at later. Jimmy and six other
the "Aria Una Furtiva Lagrina"
gaaiatric assistance.
discussing
leaders
board,
along
divisional
clude
such
brothers and sisters,
At Shelby County jail. thr 8 pin

NAACP Starts Membership Drive

Standing Of
'
'Miss Mid-South
Contestants

LeBonheur Tag Money Provides
Health Care For The Children

Am You Talented?
Then Read This!

r•

111

Abe Scharff YMCA Starts
1963 Membership Drive

Democrats To Moot

•

The Ballot Is The Crown Of Citizenship. Register W hen You Buy Your Car Tags
•44
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Toler, 500 Tillman; girl, Sheila
Rene.
Mr. and Mrs. Lamar Franklin, 2283 Shasta; boy, Calvin
(Continued From Page 1)
Earl.
A.5
The "uppermost" looked clolin
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cunon one who frequently visild
ningham, 1083 Bammel; girl,
saloons, especially those v4o
Delois Elaine.
lingered in them for leilg
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Moss,
periods of time. In those days
988 S. Fourth; boy, Terry.
Handy was trying to get a
Mr. • and Mrs. Dan Taylor,
AT E.. H. GRUMP HOSPITAL: or, 288 E. Olive; boy, Calvin
foothold. He had to make''-a
657 East at.; boy, Ronald Glenn.
Coolidge Jr.
Feb. 28.
living. So he went NO*
March 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald M. March 7.
several times a day to pick.iip
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks L.
Jchnson, 1436 S. Main; boy, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Samorders for his engagements:3
;
ueis, 559 Wicks; boy, Kenneth Cobb, 1053 Tully; girl, Carolyn.
Michael DeWayne.
During these days Hally
Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence PowMarch 1.
picked up his money in sridill
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Marsh. Mr. and Mrs. William Hayes, ers, 1979 Sparks; girl, Regina.
pieces. However, he continued
Sharon
Yogirl,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Anderall, 5028 Wilburn; boy, Willie 433 Lipford;
until he became
poptdar.
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
lands.
on, 1286 Williams; girl, Sheila.
Anthony.
Everybody wanted Handy's
Alphonse:
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles RogMarch 2.
music.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Can- Yates, 1985 Frisco, Apt. 6; girl, ers, 357 Lucy; boy, Charles Jr.
Let me deviate from Me
LaGail.
Eunice
HowMr. and Mn. Herbert L. Ty.
nady, 1202 Brown; boy,
main theme here momentarily:
March
I.
son, 268 Kirk; girl, Brenda Fay.
ard Jr.
On July 4, 1910 Jack John
,Mr. and Mrs. Otis McNeil, Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Shipp, Mr. and Mrs. Don Clark, 2680
met Jim Jeffries in the
g
Bridgeforth
dr.;
girl,
ii2427
Spottswood; girl, Donna Me- Mr. and Mrs. Earnest T. Jen-!Franklin, 2323 W. Warner; boy,
:in Reno, Nevada. On that
1508 Pillow; boy, Patrick Ore
Rechelle.
wane
challe.
Benjamin Edward .jr.
lender.
nings, 794 Porter; a girl.
iday I rented the old excursi
March II.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Oliver,, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Porter, Mr. and Mrs. Hers-hel Lee
March 4.
boat "Streamer Pattona"
and
Mrs,
James
HenderMr.
and
Mrs.
Andrew
Yttes,'2158
Erie;
boy,
Marvin
Andre.
925
N.
Mr.
Bellevue; girl, Donna Cole, 735 Marechal Neil; boy,
two boat outings — one n
boy,
pl.;
Tory.
Cynthia
girl,
306
Lynn.
,March
11.
South
Ave.;
son, 1523
the afternoon at 2 and „the
Donald Duryle.
March 10.
1 Mr. and Mrs. James M. Ben- Mr. and Mrs. Harry T. Me. Mr. and Mrs. James Wool.
Paula Annette.
The Memphis Chapter of other at 8 o'clock that night.
Pierson,
Dan
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Ghee,
Me1414
Cleophus
Linda
Massey;
Kimball;
girl,
ton,
1814
BradMrs.
boy,
Mr. and
Captain Peters told me he bad
ridge, 5163 Tully; girl, Sharon
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Links, Inc., pointed out in a
Iver, 2322 Silver; girl, Faith 464 Honduras; girl, Julia Lee. !Pay.
ly Lydell.
Denise.
Chester F. Relyea, Assistant news release that they are a white band on the boat 'but
Mr. and Mrs. LonMe D. Sims, Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Alex- March 13.
I
Hope.
.
Mr. and MrS. Butler Mcvitally interested in the "plight didn't have to use it. I coi.ild
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L. Cooper, 1104 Swan; boy, York Anthony. ander, 5100 Hillbrook; boy, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Item- Nalry, 1350 Kahsas; -girl, Ettr-. Qeneral Counsel of the U.S.
some of the Negro bands
Commission on Civil Rights, of the academically able mi- get
Willie
•
and
Mrs.
J.
Mr.
Wilt
Sandra
son,
girl,
Carver,
R.
C.
Apt.
2;
Caldwell;
1801
He mentioned Handy. I engaggirl,
215
lian.
was
nority
arrested
in
youth,"
Greenwood,
and how "he ed Handy's
hams, 103 Simpson; boy, Jerry Mr. and Mrs. George Reed, Ronald Travell.
Louise.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cheeks,
band for the two
evening, shall be motivated to release
Mississippi,
Oliver.
March S.
-. .. 1135 University; boy, Gregory Mr. and Mn. Daniel Valen- 891 S. Fourth, Apt. 44; girl, March 14, Thursday
outings. The four-piece band
hls
for
potential."
failure
to
use
• - - Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Hill, AT JOHN GASTON
tine, 751 Baltimore; boy, Stan- Teresa.
The statement came after cost $10 or $2.50 per man for
"white" facilities at the GreenMr. and Mrs. Earnest John- ley Warren.
each outing. Capacity of the
316 Linden; girl, Juawanna Mi- HOSPITAL:
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Johnson, wood bus station.
local
Links members collabIMarch 9.
Ison. 1650 Orr; boy, Earnest Jr. Mr. and Mrs. Rochester 1472 Gold; girl, Shirley Winchelle.
boat was 1,000 passengers, the
orated
Relyea
was
engaged
with
in
the
conSarah
Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Clemon Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Volney Woods, Mitchell, 1164 Daisy; girl, Mi- some.
cost of renting the boat was
Branch
ducting
investigations
YWCA
in
into
sponsoring
a
Sr., 1894 Farrington; boy, Key-'333 Decatur; boy, Dewayne. 13359 Forrester; girl, Samone. chelle Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Kent, complaints filed
$60. The fare per person was
with the Com- recent Forum on "Jobs for
Mr. and Mrs. Albert U. Wal-i Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt But- Mr. and Mrs. Mose Carroll, 1597 Ash; girl, Sandra Elaine.
in Frederick.
25-cents.
mission
Johnny
in
regard
and
to
voter
Jane."
inLinks
memMr. and Mrs. Moses SwaunThroo, 2016 Farrington; girl,,ler. 1432 Washington; boy, Dar- 3177 Winslow; girl, Angela March IS.
bers participating on the For- TWO SHOTS—TWO DEATHS
timidation,
shootings,
surplus
cy, Jr., 1832 Keltner, Apt. 4; Anita Virginia.
Renee.
I had a letter from W. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie A. Moss, food program, and other Fed- um Committee of
"Employi Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Mo-41,ne-Mils
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Yancey, Mr. and Mrs. Leartis Town- 575 Linden; girl, DeAngelus
girl, Sandra Denise.
eral programs administered in ment Opportunities, included Handy dated Nov. 26, 1956 in
send, 924 Bingham; boy, Dar- Marie.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Lee Ghee, 921 Neptune; girl, Della 546 Boston; girl, Cathy.
Greenwood, M i s s i as i p- Mrs. A. Maceo Walker, presi- which he stated: "last year
March 12.
Webb, 1489 Leland; boy, Daryl Marie.
while confined to my heme
ryl Dewayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Ray, 390 pi. Greenwood has been the dent; Mrs. Alma
Booth, chairKeith.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Isom, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. T h o m •s S. Lauderdale; boy, Kent.
man of the program-project and hospital, blind and coutc.1
scene
of
three
attempted
shootMr. and Mrs. Albion Ricard, 862 Linden; girl, Regina Yvette. 3885 Fizer; boy, Lee Otis.
Worles, 1039 Lane; boy, Mar. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie C. ings during
the last two weeks. committee; Mrs. Lillian Camp- not get out of bed wit
Jr., 4921 Wm. Arnold; girl, Mr. and Mrs. Robert L Un- Mr. and Mrs. Coley B. Jack- yin.
help, I made more money thill
Fleming, 2105 Hubert; boy, Relyea reported that he was bell, Mrs. Addie
Jones.
derwood, 2568 Sparks; girl, son, 363 Driver; boy, C 01 e y March 14.
Michele Tourgee.
Charlie Cary.
directed to use a particular Links distributed more than I had ever made before owMr. and Mrs. Benjamin E. Mr. and Mrs. Augusta
Berry Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Bratch-,Martini.
waiting room by the deputy a thousand flyers to high ing my life." That was saying
something when one considers
Wright, 1041 N. Seventh; girl, sheriff, Wilbur Smith, of
Le- school seniors.
Karen Lynne.
flore County. Upon his refusal, Links members have offered ed conditions.
On Beale in the block beMr. and Mrs. M. H. Hoskins, Mr. Relyea was arrested
r
and their assistance in the next
tween Fourth and Hernaacio
253 Oklahoma; girl, Dorothy held at the Greenwood police in the series of forum,
sched- was the Old Monarch saloon
Each year for 29 years Union Protective has reported its progress and financial condition
Mae.
station for approximately one uled for April.
where many shots were fired.
Mr. and Mrs. George Turner, hour before release.
to its policyholders. It is a record reflecting the company's strength and the faithful performance
The saloon was Owned by
1258 E. McLemore; girl, Sa-1
of its obligations. It is a record also of the company's consistent growth, helping to bring financial
Mike Haggerty and operatti
porta Jacqueline.
by his stepson, Johnnie
Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. No- /m
security to scores of families, individuals and organizations and contributing, through investments,
gerum. One day, Johnnie Mar.
Ian, 1591 Orr; boy, K e 1 v in %asare
our
nation.
welfare
of
economic
to the
gerum, white, and Jim
Bernard.
(Continued From Page 1)
hams, Negro, engaged in tit
Mr. and Mrs. Willie C. Wil(Continued From Page 1)
the
plan.
argument. Both pulled pistols
hams, 1420 S. Wellington; boy,
This 29th annual report is another chapter to the record. As the statement shows, 1962 was
Other
hospilatization
as
a
his
charity
NAACP
committees at the same time and fired' at
Willie Carnell.
which have agreed to partic- the same time. Both died on
a year of continued progress and growth. Many of the figures mark new highlevels of achievement. •
Mr. and Mrs. John. E. Kirk, patient.
ipate
are
the
WELL
HAPPY
AND
Labor and In- the floor of the saloon to.1581 S. Orleans; a girl.
Full credit for this performance goes to the several hundred men and women who constitute Union
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Jimmy had a pleasant stay dustry committee, headed by gether.
LeRoy
Clark,
the
the
hospital
and
recovered
In
Youth Coun- On the northwest corner of
Protective's agency force and the other employees who efficiently staff the company's home office
Buchanan, 1484 Patton; boy,
rapidly. He felt so good he cil and the College Chapters Beale and Fourth at., was
Reginald.
Harold
and branch offices in the principal cities of Tennessee and Missouri. We acknowledge with gratitude
Hammet Ashford's saloon.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Tucker, had to be constantly reminded of the NAACP.
During the last several where on Dec. 10, 1908 Bill
1803 Edmonson; boy, Charles. that he must curtail his actheir loyalty and determination.
months,
month.
tivities
Now,
for
a
NAACP's
representa- Latura, the hamburger man,
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby R. Smith,
2116 Howell; boy, James Len- however, he is well and happy. tives have been meeting with walked into Hammet's place
Our future offers great opportunities to render great service to more people more effectively
So, you see what your Le- Southern Bell Telephone & and pumped .38 calibre bullets
dell.
through life insurance. It is our aim to be always alert to these opportunities. • We face the future
Bonheur tag dollars can do; Telegraph company, various into the anatomy of sev
make a healthy, happy young- federal and city agencies, var- Negroes, including a woma9
with confidence.
ster out of one who might oth- ious retailers, including down- "HAVE A FIT'
Former manager of the now erwise have had a hindering town merchants, bakeries, bot- Just across the street from
Lewis H. Torigg
defunct "Whip" restaurant, disability. There are many tling companies, supermarket Hammet's was Milton Clay's
Chairman of the Board and President
wholesale and retail liqubrs.
Athan McCain of Chicago, was more like Jimmy and many operators.
At these meetings, the NA- Clay was of the Samson, genhere in Memphis, his home- dollars are needed.
town, last weekend. McCain, Look for the yellow uniform- ACP clearly indicated that tle type. His saloon carried the
close friend of Melvin Malun- ed LeBenheur member in ev- Memphis Negroes are greatly same type of atmosphere. One
da, was entertained by Malun- ery location where the Ten- displeased with hiring policies man came in and ruffed up
da at his restaurant. McCain nessee license tags are sold and and were prepared to resort the place. Clay failed in his
is the manager of three night buy a 50c "Memphis" tag. .. to mass protests unless steps attempt to quiet the man. He
were taken to correct the in- called police, who beat the
green and white for 1963.
clubs in Chicago.
equities.
man with a club. The man acThe NAACP Steering Com- cused Clay of beating him up
SPECIAL "FREE" OFFER
mittee was to have made spe- on Nov. 6, 1911. He waylaid
$3.00 "RING-VALUE MOTOR JOB"
While driving. Given free for good will, introductory ad- cific recommendations for the Clay and shot him. Clay, a
Per Cent
vertising. Improved performance unconditionally guaran- starting date of the "selective director of the Solvant Savof Total
buying." During a meeting ings Bank. was on his way to
teed. rot handling, presenting, mailing yours to you, Wednesday.
the bank when he was shot.
Bonds:
523,013.23 25.38%
please send 50e coin or stamps. Promptly refunded if
At 330 Beale, was the tailor$260,000.00
U. S. Government •
you are not entirely satisfied. Send today for yours.
ing and cleaning business Of
Crostown
Station.
Box
414,
MOTOR,
Memphis
4,
Tenn.
Coleman and Hutchins. Their
State and Municipal
' 162,862.00
motto was "Have A Fit." A.
Public Utility
75,151.23
door or two west of Hammet
23,000.00
Industrial & Miscellaneous
Ashford's business was t
Reynolds and Carraway
Stocks
115,843.80
5.62%
WASHINGTON, D. C. —In eral home which suffered di a tribute to the Negro Press ficulty and dissolved itsell.
First Mortgages on Real Estate
1,154,202.49 56.00%
on its 138th anniversary, Pres- (Next issue: Solvent Savings
Real Estate Owned at Cost less Depreciation:
103,845.49
5.04%
ident Kennedy has declared Bank Was Started On Beal&
WITH STAND
that in spite of hardships Ne- It Died There).
Properties for Company Use
83,347.34
gro newspapers have "never
Rental &Business Properties
13,498.15
stopped working toward the
Deferred and Uncollected Premiums
36,107.69
1.75%
goal of equal opportunity."
NO MONEY DOWN
The White Howe message
Premiums in process of collection,
went to the National Newsand installments of premiums payable
paper Publishers Association
on the eve of the founding
other than annually and not yet due.
The president of Owen cok
date of Freedom's Journal, the lege, Dr. Charles L. Dickini,
Cash
97,878.95
4
..75%
first American Negro newspa- has been engaged to addrev
per, which was launched by the annual banquet of tht
Interests & Rents Due and Accrued
John B. Russwurm on March Chicago Baptist Institute Da.
and Other Assets
30,178.50
1.46%
16, 1827, and in salute to NNPA velopment at the HamiltoD
for its sponsorship of the 25th hotel in Chicago, Fridaz,
$2,061,070.15 100.00%
annual observance of National March 29. The event will iof
Negro Newspaper
e e k, given in honor of the inst.;
March 17-23.
tute's alumni.
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MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST THIS BALLOT IS WORTH 5 VOTES

Name Of Contestant
Bring or Mail This Ballot To The

236 S. Wellington Street

Memphis, Tennessee

Rights Aide Is
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UNION PROTECTIVE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
•
29th ANNUAL REPORT OF ASSETS, LIABILITIES, & SURPLUS FUNDS
as of .
December 31, 1962
ASSETS

JFK Praises Negro
Press' 136th Year

McDANIEL'S SPECIAL

9

ow.
41116.

19" TV

Owen College Head_;
To Speak In Chicago

McDANIEL'S

Furniture & Appliance Co.
117 So. Parkway East

TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES

Policy Rescrvcs
These reserves, together with future
premiums and interest, assure payment
of benefits to policyowners and beneficiaries. The reserves are certified

$1,296,341.58

62.90%

6111 McLemore

14,037.63

0.68%

10,307.95

0.50%

TOTAL LIABILITIES
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
Special Contingent Surplus
Capital Stock
Unassigned Surplus

TOTAL SURPLUS
TOTAL LIABILITIES, CAPITAL & SURPLUS

iiifw DAISY

,

Phone WH 2-4332

"Your friendly Neighbor"
Guaranteed - Used

formula prescribed by National

Association of Insurance Commissioners.
Premiums and Interest Received in Advance
of Due Date
Taxes--Federal, State and Other
Funds Held in Escrow

TOM SAWYER'S
APPLIANCE COMPANY

by the Tennessee Insurance Department.

Policy Claims
Benefits in course of settlement and
provisions for claims not reported.
Mandatory Securities Valuation Reserve
Provided for bonds and stocks under

WH 6-1667

7,119.33
24,158.65
9,898.76
$1,361,864.10
100,000.00
200,500.00
398,706.05

0.31%
1.17%
0.98%

4.85%
9.73%
19.34%

699L206.05
$2,061,070.1S 100.00%
,...403woliweaiUMMAAte...

TV Sets
Gas Rangers
Refrigerators
Deep Freezers
Wringer Washers

$69°.!
$29?9,u,
Up

$19?9,.,
$60°A9d
$39°?,„

Starts SATURDAY!
MARCH 23 —
5

ON ALL AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATOR WORK.

5!

MG ADULT ENTURTAINAIVITI

EVA MARIE
ALL
SAINT
FA LI.
WARREN
1141/N
BEATTY
wewN
KARL
GAVf KIM
I V IVY THIN.
MAIDEN
10041LALANSBURY•BRANDONNIVALDE

.
;
NO

PLUS—

MGM

the

The bunf.ghter and
the spitfire

Salf

Up

EASY FINANCING AVAILABLE

BIG DAYS

BASEHART TAYLOR NICOL

Rico

Mil/Mr/1,0R

Corning THURSDAY. FRIDAY AND SATURDAY!

;

"FourHorsemenOfTheApocalypse":
And "Invasion Ouartet"

42
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Funeral Rites
For John Young

•

'DOWN FRONT!..

SNCC To Hold Annual
Confab In Atlanta

A retired store ~ler, John
Young, who lived at his busigess establishment 266 W '
•! ATLANTA — The Student, Theological Center.
Trigg ave., was buried in Rose
4
Southern students who at4 lull cemetery, Thursday, fol- Nonviolent Coordinating Com- I
a a••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••
lowing funeral services at Shi- mittee (SNCC) announced to- tend the conference will "learn
NO TIME WAS LOST by stated that the Times-Herald
loh Baptist church on Utah at.,1day that it will hold its third new techniques and methods
:young, dapper, handsome John at 860 Vance ave., had been
Wednesday night. Delivering' annual conference of student of combatting segregation;"
.,Whittaker, Jr. He just got "eta "put to bed — gone out of busithe eulogy was the church's! anti - segregation participants according to SNCC staffer
Ruby Doris Smith.
-,lose," then headed for Tuske- ness." The report is not true.
pastor, Rev. T. Fletcher Ham- here on Easter Weekend.
Workshops on "Negro Progee, Ala., to bring back, as it Ihe manager said that the regrthe
o
t
Atlantaathatnta
monds. Sou t he r n Funeral!
tests: A History;" "Nonvio,was reported, "the real Mrs. port is not true. The weekly
baOsedfficsitauldsenotf
said
Home was in charge.
tabloid newspaper is still in
"Ot
'Whittaker and family."
students from lence: Past and Present;"
Mr. Young died at his home, - -r
from l every Southern state are ex- "Techniques of Community
WE REGRET that in this business. Atty. James F. Estes,
Tuesday, after recovering
Mobilization;" "Problems in
column, last week, it wo also a minister at a Baptist
a recent case of flu. However, pected to meet here April
The Movement:" "Southern
12-14.
- church here, is the publisher of
he had been in failing health
Influence in National Poli!the paper. We apologize to ate
for sometime. A native of: The th:me of this year's tics;" and "The
Hidden StrucTime-Herald because the error
Lake Providence, La., he came conference will be: "Emanci- ture and Social Action" will
occurred in this newspaper.
drawing of how the building will look when to Memphis about 35 years ago. 1 pation Then; Freedom Now!"
NEW HOME OFFICE BUILDING—The new
Rev. C. T. Vivian, pastor of be held.
, HANK CRAWFORD, who home office building for Union Protective
It is completed in early fall. Designed by the He was very active and held
The conference will close on
Cosmopolitan
Baptist
'plays alto sax with Ray Char- Ltfe Insurance company is now being conarchitectural firm of McKissack and /WIC's- offices in Shiloh church until: the
April 14 with a closing messFree By les' combo. was in town on a
poor health forced him to re- church in Chattanooga, Tenn., age from
sack of Nashville, it will cost $250,000.
"-- - structed at 1234 MississiPpi Blvd. by Edgar H.
SNCC Chairman,
break to get a rest." He is
tire. He had also been a mem-I will deliver the keynote adDavis and Sons, and here is an architect's
Charles McDew.
stopping with his parents, Mr.
bar of the Elk and Mason dress on April 12 at 7:30 m
The conference will be held
and Mrs. Bennie Crawford, Sr.,
lodges. His Wife died 'about
on the campus of Gammon
seven years ago in Lake Prbvi
' Supr em e Life Insurance 2426 Hunter ave. Many will
dence.
,C,ompany of America is offer- remember Hank when he was
Among survivors are three
jng free to readers of the Tri- a student, playing in Manassas
high
school
band.
He
also
sons, John of 379 Carbon rd.,
3tate Defender a 20 page, twoplayed
an
alto
sax
when
he
Isaac and Robert J. Young of!0
'color Health booklet.
ILos Angeles, Cal.; a daughter,
The booklet contains the was a st u dent at Tennassee
State A&I university. Hank
Mrs. Elenora Ford, 268 Trigg:
latest information on back
St. Matthew Baptist church,
An- 1 r: being constructed by Edgar brook Stanback.
Itwci brothers, Major Lee knd
•
aches, tuberculosis, c ance r, comes from a musically in- Stockholders to the 29th
643 Wicks Ave., has made
dined family. Two of his sis-nual Stockholders' meeting of H. Davis and Sons General A 15 per cent dividend was:Adolph Terry, both of Missitheart disease, and influenza,
declared during the recent'sippi; three grandsons, Isaac.
ters play the piano and a broth- Union Protective Life Insur- Contractors.
plans to celebrate annual
among other physical ailments,I
At the same meeting, all meeting, and it amounted tOljoseph
er plays the bass. Hank joined ance were inspried here recentd James Y
• and Tom Sawyer, formerly man- Women's Day Sunday, March
In addition to the above, the'Ray
Charles in 1958. Another ly at the news that construe- members (if the board of direc- $1.87 per share of the number three gra nddaughters, Misses ager of the parts and service 24, announces the publicity
free Health booklet treats the
arelIMemphis
boy, James Harbertition on the firm's home office tors were re-elected for the of shares outstanding,
Gladys, Elenora and Johnnie department of one of the larg- chairman, Mrs. Robbie Lew,
following subjects, which
1963 term.
eat appliance. distributors in is. Mrs. Erma Clanton, teachUnion Protective has paid N. Young, all of Memphis.
a s° plays in Ray Charles' building was getting underof particular interest to Ne- '
Memphis, invites all of his old er at Melrose high school, is
band,
way.
They included Lewis H. dividends to its stockholders
goes: The Burden of the Past,
and new friends to visit him expected to deliver the main
since 1946 which with thel
The Frontier of the Present, WE WONDER IF Frank A. The building, now taking Twigg, T. H. Hayes, Jr., Harold
at his new establishment, Torn address. Rev. H. H. Harper is
shape at 1234 Mississippi blvd., J. Whalum, Onzie 0. Horne, amount declared this year
and The Promise of the Fu- Davis, Jr., saw James Meredith
Sawyer's Appliance Service pastor of the church.
when he went to Ole Miss last was designed by the architec-(0. T. To r n e r, Dr. W. 0. amounted to $380,000.
ture.
company,
618 E. McLemore
w
to take an examination. tout firm of McKissack andiSpeight Sr., Dr. W. 0. Speight, The company's financial
Robert Stepto, M.D., Ph. D,, week
Ave.
statement
Westfor
ancilr.,
and
Mrs.
Juanita
1962
McKissack
of
Nashville,
reflected
a
Davis,
a
student at MSU was
consultant to the Chicago
Sawyer is a factory-author- substantial gain and its surplus
HEREFORD, Texas — A ized service agent for the folard of Health is consultant faced with a test. The closest
was
increased
to
more
than
place
for
him
to take this test
Negro doctor who has grad- lowing air conditioners: Kelvithe publishers of the book$50,000 for the year.
was at Ole Miss in Oxford. So
uated form Howard university
et.
In his message to stockhold- in Washington, D. C. has been nator, Coolerstore, Thomas A.
off to Ole Miss he went and
Edison, and Hunter and York.
. Readers of Tri-State Defenders, Lewis H. Twigg, Jr., the honored as Hereford's citizenl
took the test.
The Tom Sawyer company
er • will find Supreme Life's
president,
stated
thdt
it
was
of
the
year.
lhas one of the most modern
ad on this page. By sending in OFFICIALS AT THE local
the
firm's
intention
to
build a Dr. Lena Edwards, 62, was factory-equipped shops in
Self-employed people with Failure to report properly will
the coupon shown on the ad, Post Office warned last week
"great life insurance institupresented a plaque at Here- Memphis. The owner has a
readers may obtain one of that it "ain't necessarily so." 1962 profits of $400 or more definitely arra the amount Bon, not just in size
but
FULL
great ford's 36th annual Chamber of wide variety of used applimust make a self-employment: of future benefits
to the busi- in the manner in which
these free Health booklets im- . • • That is, if you take some
it
,lessons being offered by a Chi- social security report no later!
Commerce dinner for "dis- i ances, rebuilt in his shop. Lib•
mediately.
nessman an
is family.
imaintains a close relationship tinguished and unselfish serv- eral allowances will be given
cago c once rn that you will than April 15, 1963. Warren
in nesatp
andweev
lirs,oj its employees ice" to the community.
"successfully pass the real ex- Maddox, social security dis-I Under the social security!bet
on all trade-ins.
PROOF
amination for postal workers trict manager in Memphis said law, monthly payments to an
She gave up a practice to - this
report
should
be
made
After
29
land be hired by the Post Ofyears of operations start a maternity clinic for nu individual worker range be!flee." Be careful. It is not true along with the individual's tween $40 and $127 a month. the company has expanded its grant workers, spending sia
income
tax
report.
business
to
PALACE THEATRE on
nine branch offices eral thousand dollars of her
•
e two states of Tennessee own to build the two-story
With the income tax re- Family payments can go as in
i Beale Street has changed hands
as
$254
a
month.
The
high
turn,
it
goes
to
the
district
and
Missou
now,
live
ri and has paid clinic at a migrant labor camp
stage
shows will
The Sans Panel club is mak- 1.. .
key to the whole matter is to policyholders and beneficiaries
ing plans for its second annual be produced at the Palace each director of internal revenue.
here. The clinic was opened "I niarly itchediodrath
report correctly and on time. more than $3 million.
Ar-Choic party which has been week. April 7 is the day they After the report is checked
last November.
714 years.Thess IIowaa
be- Assets of
Maddox
suggests
that
sent
to
the
for
accuracy
it
is
scheduled
to
start.
are
the company have
set for Friday, March 29. The
Today she received from the mew wonder rrentr.Note
fore mailing his income tax grown
social
security
administration.
from $140,000 as of Dec.i university an alumna achieve- I'm happy," wriies Mrs.
club met recently at the home 25 - YEAR - OLD Sammy
and self-employment returns,
say ofI..."!.Calif
of Mr. and Mrs. Pryor A. Moore, the organ player who is The earnings are then credit- the businessman should check 31, 1934 to more than $2 mil- Mient award for "distinuished P.Ramblessed
relief from
Here's
individual's
social
ed
to
the
lion
at the end of 1962.
Cr
Owens, Sr., of N. Mansfield at. holding forth at Malunda's
achievement
in
of vaginal itch.
the
fields
of
t
ortures
the name and social security
rectal itch, chafing, rash
Union Protective offers all medicine
Presiding at the meeting place, said that people in Mem- security account.
and
community
very im- number on the report against forms of life
Maddox
said,
"It
is
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
ViVmeucile"
c:11edlh
AaGANT. het:letTc11;
was the club's advisor, William phis named him "Ironinginsurance to the achievement."
portant for the self-employed his social security card.
dc
raw,Icll Is hirritatedt
a mfu b anpublic including industrial toT. Thomas. Following the busi- Board Sam" because of the inShe was chosen citizen of whit tesoothea
riinafraem
un
e:I
BOURBON WHISKEY
businessman to include his
cards or du- gether with a
Social
security
heal,ng.
cci den t and the year by representatives of tissue. Stops scratchirig—so speeds
ii
,
ess session, dinner was served strument he had built. Moore
social
secorrect
name
and
plicate
cards
are
available
sutler !Get LANACA.NE at druggis,s. WITUCKY KAY DISTILLINO
Don's
health
contracts.
CIINPAKOWENSEICIOA the hostess. Among other said that the instrument was
all Hereford civic clUbs.
curity number. This assures from the social security office
embers attending were Mes- not an organ, but an instrusocial security at 1328 Monroe a‘venue in
him
proper
Ophelment of his own creation,
dames Genevia Bennett,
work credit for his earnings. Memphis. Outside of Memia McFadden, Pearl Stevenson, which he could fold and set in
His monthly social security phis, local post offices stock
Elnora
and
a corner. But leave it to MemLois Armstrong,
payments at retirement will a supply of applications for
Dotstrey. Mrs. Ear n es tine phis — "it will give you a
be based on his past earnings social security cards.
reporter.
club
name."
Grove is

Health Booklet
Offered
esupreme Life

Union Protective Stockholders
See Home Office Construction

Tom Saw yer
pens At New
°cation

Women's Day At
St. Matthews

Doctor Awarded
'Citizen Of Year'

ir

KENTUCKY
BEAU

Self-Employed Must Make
Social Security Reports

90

Sans Pareil Club
Gives Annual Party

Woman Tortured
by Agonizing ITCH

YOU CAN NOW GET YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT

MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY
1324 Mississippi
EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT. COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
946-0411

WANTED!!
• .Five & Six Room Houses
"%, in North Memphis
have POTENTIAL BUYERS

HARREL C. MOORE
REALTY CO.

SALES
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
LOANS

AND IF NO ANSWER
JA 7-3311

12491 2 Themes St.

Phone 525-3466.

—CLIP NOW AND KEEP FOR FUTURE

ed —dr

1963 STATE AND CITY AUTO LICENSES

a day's work efficiently done... these are joys of good health.
Health — physical and mental — so often taken for granted,
and abused, yet so precious and fragile. and so easily

insecurity. Time was when there was little we could do
about this. But today there are ways to prevent ...
ways to fight... ways to speed recovery. And we should
know them all because ...

NOW ON SALE

ago

Touch football with the kids... a "twist" party with the gang. •.

destroyed by a moment of over-exposure, the burden
of over-work, the erosion of constant frustration and

lavings
Beal;

3
Bad,

They say "the first 100 years are the hardest"...and now they're
behind us. So, LET'S GO!

we need every bit of

Co
licking,
tddret
st the
te
m 1154
Frick%
vill
instl

tfl

physical and mental strength

1.

All type tags are on sale at the NEW SHELBY COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING.
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. (Monday throug% Friday)
Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 12:30 P.M. (Saturdays)

2.

ALL LIGHT CAR LICENSES
ALL HEAVY CAR LICENSES
CITY STICKERS

3.

IN ORDER TO PURCHASE TAGS, A PERSON MUST PRESENT HIS TENNESSEE TITLE
OR TITLE CARD AND '62 REGISTRATION RECEIPT.
(Be able to tell Clerk color of vehicle)

4.

Passenger car licenses (and P-1 truck licenses only) and City Stickers will be sold at the
following city locations: (City Stickers will be $10.00)
Hours: 9:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.(Monday through Friday)

r

5!

(Cars weighing less than 3600 pounds)
(Cars weighing more than 3600 pounds)

that we can muster for
the demanding years
ahead.

$10.00
$13.50
510.00

This Is our most
Important fight so...

LET'S MAKE GOOD HEALTH OUR FIRST FRONTIER
March 20
March 20
March 21 & 22
March 21
March 23
March 25,261 27,28, 29 & 30

OUTSIDI LOCATIONS
Fire Station No. 11
Fire Station No. 15
Fire Station No. 26
Fire Station No. 10
Merchants Building
Merchants Building

I

The many deprivations and frustrations which contribute to the
poor health of underprivileged groups are doubly hard to overcome when the necessary education and information is lacking.
Here is a booklet which will supply much of this needed information, including the many free services of municipal and civic agencies, and tips on how to cope with the expenses of staying healthy
as well as recovering from illness. It is relevant to your problems
... and it's yours for the asking. Just fill out the coupon.

CITY
1826 Union Avenue
Faxon at Decatur
3345 Millington Road,(FRAYSER)
148 S. Parkway West
(FAIRGROUNDS)
(FAIRGROUNDS)

Gentlemen: Ple”e send your free booklet on HEALTH.

W.H. EWING

Send for this
FREE BOOKLET

County Court Clerk
157 Pepular Avenue
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REV C THOMAS PAIGE
"And sitting down they motivated by our Christian
watched Him there; and mt training should be so moved
up over His head His accu- that we will see only the good
saticat
written, THIS IS In others. Only to the extent
JESUS THE KING OF THE that we are able to do . this
will we be able to portray to
JEWS."—Matt. 27:36-37.
the world that we are what
BELITTLING PEOPLE
we profess.
How tragic it is when peoMaybe this was in keeping
ple allow themselves to place
with the underlying motives
epithets upon people. Not only
of these men who printed this
is it a matter of small hearts
showed beyond a doubt that
but it is equally true that the
they
t—h - were enemies of Jesus.
true picture of the individual
Maybe their labor had some
is not presented. When we
merit. Their labors were conallow ourselves to picture peosistent with their deep-seatpie in light of limitation we
ed inner motives. Likewise
always exhibit only a part of
even today our actions are
the picture. Christianity deGOSPEL CONTEST WINNER
biproducts of our thinking.
mands that we portray the the
ministers and singers. It Is produced by Mrs.
Many men today remain small Miss Stella Knox, right, daughter of Mr. and
whole image of the person inand insignificant because the Mrs. Willie Knox of 1642 Qrfole st., received
:$11Mred Nelson, left, and "Brother Bob" Reed,
volved.
source of their stimulation — a transistor radio as the first`Contest winner
center, for Radio Station WLOK. The next
In the efforts of these men
their hearts — are small.
in the "Miss Gospel RaMble" competition.
contest will be held at the church on Sunday,
who drew this picture of Jesus
evening, March 24, and the public is invited.
Held at Community Deliverafsce Temple at
they tried to show to all pee. SMALL HEARTS
In all probability these m04 104 E. McLemore, the program features local
pie who came by this way
that Jesus was the 'King of had been exposed to the good
The Jews'. What an injustice! things Jesus had done. Hui
Why Not The Zoo?
History has proved to men due to small hearts they sought
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa —
Tneyj
labors.
for nearly two centuries since to belittle His
(UPI) — Ed Farrell, 23, blamed
that day that Jesus was more had seen Jesus administer to
his landlady when sheriff's
than the 'King of The Jews'— all races, all social and ecodeputies asked him about the
He was 'King of all who would nomic stations, and physical
bodies of a 90-pound lion cub
MANHATTAN MELODAIRES COMING
prejudice
but
when
conditions
to
him.'
surrender and come
and two large rattlesnakes
saw
Jesus
overcame
them
they
and
In this day of racial
Coming to Clayborne Temple AME church
concert audiences and at universities across
they
found
in
a
quarry.
individual intolerance we as only as the 'King of the Jews'.
the nation. The Memphis concert is belt;
A program honoring Rev. the community participating. "I shot them because my on Wednesday, April 3 for a concert are the
Christians must find ourselves Maybe Jesus had helped some- J. W. Williams was given on
Speakers on the program, landlady
sponsored by the West Tennessee Conference;
was
complaining Manhattan Melodaires, a group of seven male
rising above such behavior, one in their own families and Sunday, March 10, at Lane giving remarks of three-minabout my having them in my singers from New York City. Internationally
Branch Missionary Society of the Africtif.
Each time we allow ourselves in all probability had helped Ave. Baptist church, with Rev. utes duration, were Revs. A.
apartment," he said.
known, the Melodaires have appeared before
Methodist Episcopal Church.
to resort to such behavior we them. But now — doing what B. L. Hooks, pastor of Middle E. Campbell, Eugene Waller
lessen our influence as Chris- was popular they labelled Him Baptist church serving as L. A. Hamblin, S. H. Chamtians. These men who satis- — 'The King of The Jews'.
I pion, C. M. Lee, and W. E.
master of ceremonies.
Someone has said the peofied themselves by labelling
The program was sponsored Ragsdale, Bert Bates and W.
Jesus, The King of the Jews" ple you help most are the
by the Atlanta Life Insurance W. Walker.
thought that they had killed ones who will kick you the company with ministers from
Awards were given out by
Him but they only added to hardest when you start down.
various Baptist churches in George S. Lee, manager of
Not only was that true in the
His influence.
the Memphis branch of Atdays of Jesus but it is equally
LABELED JESUS
lanta Life Insurance company.
Oftimes as we seek to be- true today. Ministers, doctors,
Representing Memphis and
little other people we belit- lawyers, and many common
Shelby County on the protle ourselves. It would have people can attest to this fact.
Commissioner
were
gram
been far more rewarding had Nothing will be too bad fort
John T. Dwyer, County Trusthese men accepted Jesus for your benefactors to say about
tee Riley Garner and Sheriff
what He was but rather they you after they hav drawn
M. A. Hinds.
Christian
Service
club
The
chose to label Jesus with un- portions of life's blood from!
PARTICIPANTS
PROGRAM
of
met
recently
at
the
home
complimentary epithets that your veins.
Other participants on the
Jesus had been a benefactor the president, Mrs. Betty Dotwould take from Him all for
program were Charles J. Turwhich He had stood. This is to all of His day. But with all son, 868 Olympia St.
Plans for April were dis- ner, who gave the devotions,
not something that happens that He did for the people
Beulah Price, Mrs. A. E.
in the old days of history but of His day the only reward cussed. A new member, Mrs. Mrs.
' that these men could give Him Odella Woods, joined recently. Turner, S. S. Sartin, Otis
also today.
Maclin and Jackson Gales.
Once again today we must was to humorously label Him, Persons interested may join
Members of the Hostess
strive to see something good "King of The Jews." They the club.
committee were Mrs. Juanita
in all with whom we come in had lost sight of His goodness
After the business session,
Carnes,
chairman; Mrs. Macycontact. History has shown to all people, they were blind- dinner was served. Mrs. Ernlean Williams, co-chairman;
us that those whom we seek ed to His untiring efforts in estine Roberts, secretary; and
Geraldine Seay, Miss
to build up also build us up.1 behalf of all men, and they Mrs. Willie Ada Clark, re- Miss
Neely L. Williams and Mrs.
It takes strong inner convic- were unaware of the goodness porter.
Virgie Branch.
tions to say something good • rendered to them so they
Serving on the Entertainabout anyone but each of us i gave Him this small epithet.
ment committee were Mrs.
_ •
I. If NOT CLAIMED 5000 Quality Stamps will
5. Big Star Employees "not eligible."
Hosea Montgomery, chairman,
and Mrs. Alice Williams cobe added to the NEXT DRAWING..
chairman.
2. If number is NOT CLAIMED it will be PUT
6. Each store awards 5,000 stamps WEEKLY.
The Refreshment committee
Installation of officers for included Mrs. Katie Moore,
BACK
in
the
DRAWING
BOX.
I the Young People City Union chairman; Mrs. B. L. Gates.
"Evangelism, the Imperative Columbus Baptist church and, No. 2 will be held on Monday Mrs. Anita Montgomery and
• /. Drawing will be held and winning number
3. When the WINNING NUMBER is CLAIMED,
Mission o'f fhe Chtl'rch," will president of the Convention. night, March 25, at the St. Mrs. Nellie M. Reed.
be posted MONDAY MORNING..
winning
STICKER
will
be
REPLACED
by
a
Jude
Baptist
church
at
853
be the theme of sermons and, During the same dates, a
Rev. Williams was presentNEW ONE.
addresses delivered in an EX-, meeting of the Women's pc- E. Trigg Ave., along with the ed by Rev. E. W. Williamson.
tended session for the Ten- partment under the direction organization's "Queen" drive. The honoree is the pastor of
Mrs. Mettle Mallory is the church.
8. WINNING NUMBER must be claimed by
4. Big Star Bumper Numbers will continue
nessee Regular Baptist Mis- of Mrs. Inez Brooks, acting
sionary and Educational Con- president, will convene at th. president, Miss Vernon Mae
SATURDAY NIGHT.
until 30 DAYS NOTICE of Withdrawal!
Jones secretary, and Mrs. Savention at Mt. Sinai Baptist church.
die
Reedus
chairman.
church at 1667 S. Lauderdale
Among the speakers schedThe service will start at 8.
St. on March 28-29.
uled to appear are Dr. MayRev. L. J. Pepper is pastor
announcement
was nard Turner, president of the
The
made here recently by Rev., American Baptist Theological of the church.
A. E. Campbell, pastor of Seminary, Nashville; Rev. M.
Sexton, moderator of the Benevolent and Educational District Association, and Hev.
eulah Baptist
Oris Mays, pastor of Pleasant
Grove church.
0
A pre-opening feature of the!
convention will be a mammoth musical and promenade'
on Wednesday, March 27. It
Annual Men's Day celebra- will be directed by Mrs. Ideition at Beulah Baptist Church,' la Watson and Robert Duke,,
2407 Douglass Ave., has beenj All of the programs will be.
set for Sunday, March 24 from held at Mt. Sinai Baptist
11:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., an-1 church with Rev. L. L. Las..
nounces the general chairman,' as host pastor.
James Bailey.
Theme for the celebration
is "Christ, The Way For The
Automobile, Furniture
. New Social Order."
The pastor, Rev. W. C.
Signature
Holmes, will deliver the ser-• The sIxth anniversary of There Is a reason why people
Johnlike
to
do
Wain."
"w1111 u,s. You,
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Brady
mon at 11:30 a.m. At 3 p.m..
Rev. Fred Lofton, minsiter at son's advent at Antioch Bap- too, will like our courteous treatmutt end desir• to help you.
Owen college, is expected to tist church, 1377 N. Bellevue, "Open Thur.day and Friday
deliver the main address. A is expected to be celebrated Nights Until 700 P.M.
reception will follow immedi- March 2-25, announces Mrs.
Saturday• 9,00 to 1,00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
ately. A Forum will be held Lula Herring, general chairof
the
observance.
man
Hom•
Owned - Hont• Op•roted
in7:30
p.m.
Panelists
will
at
The public is invited.
DIXIE
elude Willie L Jones, a public school teacher; Dr. Ralph
FINANCE COMPANY
Johnson, professor of English
"We like to say y•rt to your
To your church, civic group or charitable
loon request"
at LeMoyne college; Charles
Examined and Supervised by
E. Ware, proprietor of a suorganization. Mail or bring to Air-Press Adverthe
State
Department
of
permarket; and Dr. Vasco
Insurance and Banking.
tising Agency, 2071 Union Ave., Memphis,
rdi Colors and Cola'
Smith, Jr., a local dentist.
Combinations
2 LOCATIONS
Moderator will be Purvis V.
Tennessee.
Ushers
and
Bodges
for
161
S.
Main,
JA
7-8581
McMillian, executive of local
Organisations
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
Boy Scouts.
CHURCH FURNITURE DEPT.
Music will be supplied by
Pulpits, Pres, Came Tables
Beulah Baptist Male Chorus
lowest Prices Available
and St. Stephens Men's chorus.,
WRITE FOR FREE SATALOO
Dave Collins is chairman of I
the program; Charles W. West- SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
N St., N.E. 77 Alabama St., S.W.
brooks is chairman of pub-! 701
Washington 2.0.C. Atlanta 3, emits
c
licity.
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now

Atlanta Life Honors
Rev. J. W.Williams

Christian Club
To Meet Sunday

BUMPER NUMBER
FREE
GET YOURS TODAY!

'Evangelism' To Be Topic Of
Session Here At Mt. Sinai

The Proceeds
On Any

, National Burial

Insurance Company

C1C/

Contract

To Celebrate
6th Anniversary

—Quick Loans—

May Be Used For

Funeral Expenses
Incurred At Any
Funeral Home

And/or Mortuary

CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS

5,000

5,000

FREE
QUALITY

FREE
QUALITY

STAMPS

STAMPS

SAVE THOSE VALUABLE
JACK SPRAT LABELS

JACK SPRAT LABELS
ARE WORTH
EACH

it's gift giving

When

or

for

your

home

SAVE 80*

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

gal p MIDWEST MILK

B H

moueII

AT YOUR FOOD STORE

3

CART HOME SAVINGS!

INC.

Vance Ave.
JA
Memphis, Tenn
"YOUR Company Mallet Whet You Ask For
Cr
What You Think 01"
248

7-9320
And

you'll

be

glad you depended on valuable

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
TAILORS

time

time for something new

Quality Stamps!
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Pearl High Defeats Lester
To Take State Championship

J, MITCHELL
NIGH NEWS
Sy PATRICIA CUMMINGS make it a point to Check with
end LENETTA BARNETT 1i the Seniors for the exact date
IOTLIGHT:
and be on hand to dig the
In the gleaming spotlight haps.
thee week is the lovely sixteen-;ON THE SCENE
y'
-old daughter of Mr. and I Troy Jackson, don't be so
Alex Canada who resides sick. Maybe Delores won't
a 884 Hornlake rd.
catch you with W. J.
eligiously, she is a member ! Carla "Miss Fine" C a r to We Riverside Baptist church, wright has eyes for W. and W.
wUre she is very active in the I L. W., I knew that you'd
wake up one day and see little
Seneday School.
Iffter completing high school, Pat.
she plans to enter Homer G. Robert Adair, we see you
Phillips School of Nursing in missed your water and are
sneaking back.
St. Louis, Mo.
Socially, Miss Canada is i Julius Green is swinging, if
member of the Royal Court you hadn't noticed. Isn't he,
Social Club of which she is J
*surer. On campus she is D. M., what's this I hear
yea well liked for,..her nice about M. B. (MSU)? Is he new
s
e, pleasing personality, in your little book or just to
a
natural charm.
US?
Lanie Jackson and the Nio hats off to a most deserving young lady for being era are are taking all the feljag what she is, WONDER- lows. Watch out, 10-1, you may
FUL.
be in for a little bad luck.
SENIOR DANCE
Eddie Jackson, will you ever
'The swinging Senior Dance learn a new line?
will be held in the school cafe- T. C. has a big crush on a littorium in April. The time will tle freshman but she, in turn,
be swinging 8 to 12 p.m. So has one on a big slow senior.

star still was mile to lead
all scorers with 21 points fat
the game and tourney. Pearl's •
aggressive defense may not
have been able tu battle ui.
Jones complttely, but it was
essential in forcing Lester to
make many floor mistakes
trying to force the ball in
to Jones when he was being
ganged.
Lester was given a good
chance in the finals by many
observers because of the conClassy Nancy Davis led vincing way that they disposed of Cameron, 67-48, in
Jackson Merry to a 37-31,
east Friday's semi-finals. Camvictory over Fayette County
erun had beaten Pearl in the
at Somerville for the girl's
championship game of the
crown.
regional. Pearl advanced to
Knoxville Austin, viceors the finals by walloping a slugever Melrose, 51-48, in the gish Austin team, 81-42.
quarterfinals, loss its second JONES ON ALL-STATE
straight contest when NashPearl got the better of a
% ale Cameron pulverized the blistering fastbreak match in
1legion One champs, 81-54, for the first half. Deadly outside
eurd place. In the girls' con- shooting by Winston and
solation
game
Rockwood Hodge
shattered
Lester's
Campbell edged Mason Gail- proud zone defense which
,.r's Johnny Cochran men- had held its foes to an avertered sextet, 28-22. This year's age in the low forties. Hodge
state tournament attendance hit for five field goals to give
represented a considerable in- Pearl a 21-17, first quarter
crease over last year's.
advantage that was never relinquished. By the half the
PEARL FIRED-UP
advantage was hiked to 37-27.
Faced with the possibility
After making adjustments
of a Memphis team winning
on its zone to no avail Lester
the tourney for the second
decided to junk the defense
consecutive time, Pearl, who for
the man-to-man in the
has captured this prestige final
half. Pearl immediately
event 11 times prior to this
sewed up the game by taking
year, left little doubt after a
17-point margin into the
the first half that the bold last
quarter.
Region Three king-pins would
Hodge with 19, Watkins 18,
have to try and start another
Winston 14 and 10 timely
winning streak next year.
markers thrown in by reTwo seniors were expected serve John Petway representto carry the big guns against ed the leading Pearl gunners.
Lester with support of 6-6 Other than Jones, Bowers,
junior Ray Sweet also fig- who scored 12, was the only
ured. Sweet got in foul trou- other Lester player in double and sat out nearly all of ble figures.
the game, but the former pair, Lester, a loser in its first
David Hodge and Henry Wat- game here last year, made
kins, teamed with John Win- Miles of Union City a 79-32
ston to give Pearl some spec- first round casualty. Melrose
tacular shooting.
played catch up in its loss
The Tigers double and tri- to Austin. For the Golden
ple teamed Richard Jones, Wildcats' gallant but- futile
one of the outstanding play- comeback, they were awarded
ers in the three-day tourna- the sportsmanship trophy.
ment run, however, the Lester
The all-State team included three centers and two
•
forwards, averaging a rangy
6-6. The squad included: Jones
of Lister (6-6), Billy Yarbrough of Austin (6-4), Tommy Wood (6-8) of Alcoa, Watkins (6-5) and Sweet (6-6)
• of Pearl. Yarbrough is the
only repeater from the 1962

NASHVILLE — The fighting Lester Lions were tripped
by the last barrier that stood
in their way and the Tennessee. High School Athletic
Association championship
when Pearl High of Nashville,
perennial winners, again took
the state title, 65-48, before
an estimated 4,000 fans that
witnessed the finals at the
Tennessee A&I State University Little Garden despite a
heavy downpour.

D9

LeMOYNE ASSEMBLY — Floyd Wardlaw Crawford. head
of the history department at the Norfolk branch of Virginia
State College, as he addressed an assembly at LeMoyne College during the Joint observance of Negro History Week and
the Centennnial Decade Celebration of colleges founded and

• DOUGLASS HIGH
SCHOOL ROUNDUP MELROSE
inREVIEW

supported by the American Missionary Association. The LeMoyne choir is in the background. Students from high
schools in the city and other colleges helped to swell the
audience.

MANASSAS HIGH NEWS

WOODSTOCK
NEWS

By SHIRLEY CLEMENTS
ak By ORA DOUGLASS and 12304 Hunter Avenue, and
,
Dorothy Morgan and A. G. and PATRICIA TERRELL
By COSY SMITH and
111 WILLIAM FLEMMING
Chancellor?
;religious life she is a member,
BARBARA DUNCAN
Hello-again. Things are realUi There. We're back again of the Hunter Avenue Baptist
Claudia Walton doesn't get ly bugging around the "Big
SCOTT
and
PATRICIA
By
SPOTLIGHT
with the latest news from church. Some of the organito school early in the morning W" this week.
At Manassas, where tradi- just to talk about the weather SPOTLIGHT
Dopglass High School.
zations with which she is afFAYE WEAVER
in
die
first
link
tion
is
the
FORUM
over roasted cheese and hot
filiated around the campus are
Our spotlight falls upon
lchain that binds us into one chocolate. Then again E. K. is John Fleming, the son of Mrs.
least week the first of a the Honor Society, Daughter SPOTLIGHT
tenpresent
the
ever
Ma-spirit,
of
spotlight
our
This
series of forums on music was of Douglass, Paper Staff, and
a lot hke stormy weather.
Ora Fleming. John lives at
Could Lonny Vaulx, 6' 4", 1242 Fite Rd., Millington. He
presented to the student body. the Debate Team.
roon and Gold falls on one!dency not only to satisfy our
the
fubuild
for
but
to
!needs
footThe topic of the forum was Upon graduation Dorothy we all know as a wonderful
190-pound tackle on the
is one of our outstanding band
,ture was not merely kindled ball team, possibly appreciate members. He plays the :saxo"Should Gospel Music Be Re- plans to attend Memphis State
and most highly educated per- lby the citizens of North Memlife,
namely
things
in
gatded as Entertainment or University. We salute this very
the finer
phone, flute and clarinet. He is
son. He is the king of ourephis, who pooled their land Angella Owens?
,also a member of the marching
Worship Songs?" Moderating outstanding young lady.
school
money
to
build
this
and
a
is
wonderful
school.
He
Lorenzo
Childress
has
the panel was Omar Robinson. DEBATE TEAM
been band, orchestra, imperial orPanelists included Alva Cures, Recently on radio station member of all the clubs over in 1898, or the students and spotted with a certain red .sliestra, and the pep band.
have
to
members,
who
faculty
Smith.
head,
Olivia
American
Youth
Nicklebury,
WLOK
on
Josie
Beverly
1 John is an active member of
our school. He resides at 1292 the limits of their capacity
The latest thing is telling the N.F.A. and Gentlemen's
Braswell and Joshua Ware., Speaks, Douglass met Father
Quinn Avenue with his wife strained to raise our standards T.T.J.'s why can't. Pat ScurSpiensoring this forum *as Bertrand high. The topic of
Club. Ilis hobbies are hunting
the Music department.
the debate was "Be It Resolv- Mrs. F. Campbell. He is none to its present status, but by lock make up her mind. and learning to play instrued That Groups Engaged In other than our marvelous organizations that devote their Ophelia Rainey, who is pledg- ments,
. LIMELIGHT
Stepping into the limelight Public Service Be Denied The principal, Mr. Floyd M. Camp- exietence to the preservation ed to Leon Hurd, has been I After graduation he plans to
seen with Ike Hentrel but attend the American Conservethis iweek is Dorothy Johnson, Right to Strike." Team mem- bell. Mr. Campbell has been of such traditions,
One such club is the Ole claims there's someone else. ;tory of Music in Chicago.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. bers were James Kincade and with us for many years and
warmore
than
Club,
Romance develops in the
Govenor Johnson. Dorothy ,Charles Brown. The score was we all hope that he will re- Timers'
main her. fur many more, thy of this recognition. The strangest places but some of SENIOR SPEECHES
resides with her parents at 45-41 in favor of Bertrand.
As the series qf Sen ior
organized
in
1943
Timers',
Ole
So to Mr. Campbell we say
the strangest people get afspeeches continues we are bethat we hope for further sue- by Mrs. Bernice Thomas is the
like Cicely and Lt.
oldest and largest boy's club Clayton in the cast of "Who ing presented .with some very
cess for him in future.
interesting ones. Among the
in the city, with 60 members. Killed Aunt Caroline?"
A large crowd is expected
TRIBUTE
outstanding speeches presentFor the last 14 years, the
cool when
mood
is
still
wonderful wardrobe of Spring
By GLADYS YOUNG
"Today to be attracted to Mississippi
Our tribute this week is to club has been fortunate to
wee
were.
e
ed
this
Richard is here. Something
Christian Church,
ashions.
PUBLIC NOTICE
our great Basketball Team, have as advisor, 0. T. Peeples.
Students and Tomorrow Lead- Boulevard
happens to Gay Wellington
March 14, 1963, Career day We would like to thank them Adell Smith, president, speakPriscilla Brady; Friday, March e2 at 8 p.m. to
ers,"
by
A fashion review was held
when she sees Jimmy Rice.
hear the famous Tougaloo
•
March 13, 1963 in the Wash- was held and each person for their wonderful success jog somewhat authoritatively, TOP FRESHMEN
!"There I Failed," by Jimmie
Southern
Christian College
ington auditorium. Narrator passed to the specified room this season and to tell them acknowledged the success of Eva Flower, Sandra Har- Brooks; and "How I AccomChoir, directed by A. M. Lovefor the occasion was , Miss where the carser which they that they are always first in former mem bers, who can be rell, Shirley Rice, Ida Gaston, !Wished," by Shirley Clements.
lace; Cleveland Page will be
Gray. Miss Gray displayed a wanted was explained. The our sight.
found among the faculty of Willie Reeves, Elmer Orr and SENIOR CLASS WHO'S WHO at the piano and Calvin Thomday was very interesting and
Alvenia Wilson—editor of
schools all over the city. This Clavin Cleaves.
SNITCHER'S COLUMN
well enjoyed.
;Aggite, president of Supreme as at the organ.
young men also
fine
club
of
The 37-voice choir will do
After Melrose's Band Con'
.
! Circle and Le Circle Francais.
CLEVELAND, Ohio — After
provides our school with itt
STUDENT OF THE WEEIC
This week we find Shirley
,!
I
d
Shirley Clements — school Four Lentean Contemplations serving more than one year
The multi-color b.ams from dridge and Helen Prudent most outstanding student lead- Purnell and Joyce Carney still
Including Mozart's Requiem,
editor
assistant
reporter
and
jail, Mrs. Mae Mallory, acthat giorioui spotlignt fails!loving heavy at Henry Lark- era and thus ev,e are proud of on top in the current Miss Mid- , A .
Rex Tremendas, Lacrymosa in
cused of a kidnap charge in
on a very chaiming young!, ridge's house. Dorothy Agnew the .Ole Timers Club, not only South Contest. Don't forget to ci` "nglike'
presi_ and Bach's Cantata No. 21.
Victoria
Haynes
—
young
Monroe, N. C., was ordered
support one of our contestants
lady Of toe 12-11 A class! is trying hard for John "Body for its efforts to help.
Other numbers will include
d "Miss
I
' dent f
free on bond of $15,000.
unuer the ihstructor, Mrs. Snatcher" Edwards, but Lora men but for the part it plays
Haydn's "Lord Nelson Mass:,
Betty Crocker."
it
Manassas
what
m
making
A warrant for her extradiWilliamson. bile resides at Green and Sarah Ruben have
Lena Allen — Miss Wood- "Beneditus," "Light Everlast- tion is pending, and an organiIltiti Greenwood with her him covered. Seems as if Is.
mirel
Posaslp
ing"claundded"Twhilel
degr
stock
is
exactly
what
May
I
ask
zation called the "Monroe Debe
Owen college will be the parents Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Diane- Westbrook is getting going on in a certain sixth pe.
with
ituals: "Nobody Knows The,fense Committee" is helping
site of classes in the School of b. Carter. She is an active fatter now that she goes your,riod
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Irrational Loyalties
The eaeual obaerver long has been
confused by the irrational loyalties
voters form for one political party or
the other. Andrew }Luker, an atteoelate professor in the gevernment
department of Cornell University,
has written se article Which clears
up some of that eonfeilen.
Professor Hacker's observations
lead one to the conclusion that a
voter thongs* a party betatise of how
he feels about it, not what the party
really is or what it stands for, And
herd inatinct [teems to play a large
part ih party choice, too.
If a man feels he is an "underdog,"
It seems, he will usually vote with
the Democrats.
"Democratic legislators ... are ever
ready to spend public money on Federal underwritten services for people
who think they are entitled to them,"
Dr. Harker wrote.
The professor was writing in general, and knows that this isn't a rule
applying to all Democrats. But it is
a public impression, and the illusion
creates votes that the reality would
not taring to the pone.
The income tax rates now in effect

raise 8D petcent of their revenue
from the 20 per cent tax that everyone MUM pay, rich or poor, Democrat
or Republican. Extise and other Federe] meg are not geared to income*
but to purehatea—and all mug pay
them,
The latent example of such takes
is the so-called "bread tax," which
you pay whenever yOu buy a loaf,
spaghetti, pan cake mix or anything
else made of wheat. A "bread tax" is
a poor Man tax, if there ever was
one.
So the fact is different from the
belief, and the underdog pays for
those Federal services and programs
he gets. Further, there is plenty of
evidence to show that any service
performed by the Federal government is likely to be More expensive
than the same service performed by
any other agency.
Should all this sink in to the average voter, it is unlikely that he
would switch party loyalty. But the
spenders in both partite might have
to switch their policies, and we'd all
be better off.

_

Rejection Of Africa
When Italy and the Netherlands
took a leaf from President de Gaulle
to frustrate the French leader—by
temporarily denying his African
Community entry to the Common
Market—their action was generally
viewed as part of a European struggle. Actually it had world-wide implications.
In the Western dismay at the
schism appearing since the breakdown at Brussels we have tended to
lose sight of the effect this rupture
has had upottzst larger and older
schism — that between the have and
have-not natlahr, the white and colored people.
Spokesmen in Paris quickly
showed .that _ they understood the
effect of the7!Itallan-Dutch reprisal.
Failure to grant the former FrenchAfrican states associate membership
in the Common Market would. de
Gaulle spokesmen said, cause those

countries serious losses in trade —
hence investment capital, and standards of living.
The French saw clearly about their
African "commonwealth" what, in
effect, they had been unwilling to
grant earlier about the American and
other loosely defined collections of
have-not nations each enjoying favorable trade with a major "have"
power.
.An _Argument .caff
be made that
tb .drçjaullt ion for converting
the French commonwealth into a
Common Market commonwealth iS
simply a case of not biting off more
than continental .Bairope can chew.
Paris seems to hate reasoned not
only that it did not wish to have
Europe's sphere of Influence in the
have-not world diluted by adding
the Anglo-American spheres.

NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
JUST AN AMERICAN
person. It has a direct effect on the breadIt is very interesting to be a part of basket.
the Intriguing pattern of today's world ..
Knowing very well the Biblical saying
to be a part of the social revolution which about "man cannot live by bread alone,"
has touched every life in the civilised . . . but he needs some meat to go along
world. Men from different geographical with the bread, local Civil Rights leaders
locations are fighting to be the first ones are looking into the job situation here in
to land successfully on the moon. It is Memphis. Leading this—"let's take a looksheer revolution before our very eyes to see," is the local NAACP.
see black men from the darkest of Africa HIRING POLICIES
It was discovered that at a certain local
to the banks of the muddy Mississippi
river stretching forth their hands to grasp baking company, Negro employees are
equality of treatment while chorusing in confined to the lowest of the lowest jobs
unison . . . "It is freedom that we seek." and wages, A survey revealed that the
I made the above statement when I highest paid Negro employees at this parwas addressing the 1981 graduating class ticular baking company receive lower
wages than the lowest paid white emof Griggs Business college.
During that time Civil Rights Leaders, ployee,.
local NAACP has also compiled
youth protest groups or sit-inners, if you
please, were concentrating most of their statistics on federal, city, state and local
overt efforts on breaking down racial seg- agencies, including various retailers,
regation in public eating places. Getting downtown merchants, bottling companies,
arrested and being jailed, being struck a supermarkets, etc.
A long hard look is being taken at the
physical blow by segregationists without
retaliation; being bitten by vicious police hiring and upgrading policies of these
dogs without biting-back; being brutally companies and agencies.
beaten without offering resistance, being SPECIAL PLACE
What does the local Memphis Negro
unafraid to openly oppose the "Great
White Father's" class and caste time-hon- want from these companies and agencies?
ored system; to be undaunted by racists' The request is very small — very reasonharrassment, murder, bombing and burn- able. Negroes want equal job opportunity.
ing of homes, schools and churches, be- They want an opportunity to work, live
came vogue for Negroes who dared to and play like other Americans who pay
break with the enslavement they had been taxes, participate in politics, attend a baseforced to adjust to for more than 100 years. ball game, fight and die in wars to Mend
Of course the sit-inners did not confine this country. Negroes want to go to theatheir activities to "taking squatter's tres, restaurants, concerts, recreational
rights" in eating places, but they also in- parks, schools, churches, live in decent
houses, attend colleges, join community
cluded churches, and theatres.
organizations and be given every opporSIT-INNERS
tunity of other Americans. Negroes just
It is far too soon to tell of the total want to be Americans. They don't went
impact that the "sit-inner" will have upon any special treatment because they know
the social revolution in America. How- too well the heartaches, the heert-breake
ever, it is not too soon to say that it has of being accorded the "special treatment."
set into motion the desire to run all the in their "special place" etched with the
way to total equality of opportunity.
blood, tears, and agony of their souls.
The two main areas that Civil Rights
It would be sheer folly to further deLeaders are concentrating upon today are lay the assurance of Negroes their wellvoting and jobs. Of the two, job opportuni- earned niche in the total life of America
ty is the most important, because the lack for which they have paid a dear price, far
of jitbs strikes at the very being of any too long.

The
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JACKIE ROBINSON

htVISIG MAISTRO, PLEASSI
The annual band anli senior Glee Club
Concert presented at Booker T. Washington High School lest Friday night gave
rise to a flock of pertinent observations
among various member' of the tillable
audience.
Most frequently heard continent Was
in the form of praise for the manner in
which Walter Martin, director of the band,
and E. L. Pender, director of the Glee club,
evoked such effeetittely disciplined response, in a more or less difficult cultural
medium, from the sons and daughters of
just ordinary people.
It happens that in many instances thee
general expeetitloti is that Serious music,
such as that rendered last Friday night, is
not ordinarily expected from ordinary people. Polk songs and music . . . yea. But
"long-hair stuff," as the scoffera call it
„such as operatic arias, symphonic overturet, and the like are generally expected
to be restricted to the heavy-timbered, egghead, super-weighed typo . . who claim
etetotanee of only Bach, Brehm§ and
Beethoven.
OFF BEAT
It wee refreshing to note that the
youtsgstere participating, evidently have a
working knowledge of Such composers,
musicians, and music, other than the ones
with just a scream, mourn, and off-beat.
In feet, now is the time to give a hand
of applause and a vote of thanks to all
those young bandmasters, and music
teachers who are instructing such a tillable A
;lice of the Negro youth of Membhia and V,
the Mid-South in the joy. and benefits of
lood music. They are railing the clitoral
level of the whole community by jeeking
up the Mattel of a segment farthest down.
Another interesting observation made
At the Washington Colleen was that made
id agencies. Media slightly less vulnerable. by an old-line Mernohix MUsititth, Otto
But less than O. per cent of New York)! Lee. Mr. Lee is one of the original memeditorial workers are Negroes. The Phila- bers of the immortal W,'C, Handyrs first
delphia tverilng Bulletin was boycotted farnous bend, Mr, Lee, now largely retired
until it improved hiring. practise. All the from orofeselonal musician/thin, as
loves tO make It a !tree*
Philadelphia papers have refused to print trumnet player
tire of going to practically ell the high
any news of the boycotts,
"Few Negroes in television. CBS just school band converts given In this vicinity.
tired its first Negro newsman, ten Hot- ke derive!) personal pleasure from the
man,from WBBM-TV in Chicago. At ABC, nrectiee.
Jim Haggerty has waged a one-man cam- TYPES OF SONOS
paign to break the color line in television,
Mr. Lo said he likes to see the develLast fell he hired TV's first on-cemere
opment of so many potentially fine young
gre newsmen, Malvin R. Goode. Rut Goode musicians. There was no such opportunity
is rarely seen on camera.
end facility for Negro youngsters in the
"Nation's largest theater owner, Leon- days when Mr. Lee was a boy in this town.
ard Goldenson, president of American He greatly approiateit the Change.
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatre, ABC.
One other observation Mr. Lee made,*
TV', parent company. Has Majority of his
which seeins rather rafter-shaking from
movie houses in the South. Most of them here was that bandmasters and glee club
are segregated.
directors would find places on their pro"In 1960 several Negroes staged a sit. grams for more of Mr. Handy'e music. He
down strike outside Goldenaon's office. noted that Mr. Handy wrote, not only
Lennie hired round-the-clock guards. blues, but many spirituals, symphonic
Forced them out. Maintained 30-day se- compositions, and other types of songs. In
curity. ABC can expect "selective listen- Mr. Lee's opinion Mr. Handy's music
would in no wise detract from the dignity
ing" boycotts against company-owned stations in New York, Chicago, Detroit. Af- end class of the coneerts. IP fact, in his
view, use of Mr. Handy's music would add
filiate-station boycotts in Philadelphia and
something to the programs.
Washington.
In thorough agreement with Mr. Lee,
Bias Solution
he "Shadews" Would expand the sugges"SOLUTION. Take steps to end dis- tion and urge that, if it is within their de:rimiriation now Avoid pressure from out- dater), that all the bantimattert and glee
side. Boycott group will set for 2.5 per ant !lub leaders do two things for all the conto 5 per rent work farce, providing Ne- !erts; First, dedicate their programs to
groes have equal chance on all levels of some selected Negro composer of good
nmploymtnt. Agencies should follow lead
music . . . and there are quite a few (parof BBDO, which has Negro executives in
ticularly Handy) . , . second: the bandmarketing, art, other departments.
masters end glee club directors might feature more original student compositions
"Look, New York Times among media
which have Negroes on editorial staffs. . . . say one per concert. It may turn out w
But percentage is far too small. Required: to be surprising what the kids can and Will
big increase in selection of Negro candi- do if encouraged.
dates for eXeCutiVe jobs."
ANOTHER RUNC
Here is proof positive that our MinisSure, the emphasis is intended to be
ters like Rev. Leon Sullivan of Philadel- on appreciation of good music, getting at.
,
phia, Dr. Martin King — and our orgael- queinted with the masters, and gaining
eatione like NAACP and CORE have proficiency in handling musical instrureay done a job of projecting the sig- Meets and mastering some Of the fundsnificance of the nineteen billion dollar Ne- mentals of eingihg.
gro market.
But one of the best tests of the progresa
Congratulations to CORE, which since
really being made is to Nee what the
the Gallagher letter wag written, has made youngsters give back in their efforts at
Sealtest capitulate. Congratulations to pen- originality. One thing is for sure, if they
)le who will stand up and be counted like
Are encouraged to try composition seri"Red" Randolph and Miss Allen.
ously, they will certainly learn more
This column intends to help press the
Musk, Wonder why some businessman Or
issue; to try to further educe te our own combination of local folk do not pick up
people about the power of the buck and
On the idea and offer some kind of tangible
the ballot. Regardless of whom it hurts or Inducement for originality on the part of
helps, we must win economic and political our local high school band and choral
justice,
group members?

Selective Buying Over
Racial Snubs Get Boost
IN A RECENT column we referred
to network television golf matches which,
although they are sponsored by national
products, ignore such ace Negro golfers
at Charlie Sifford. These sponsors include
Ford and Lincoln-Mercury, General Tire
and the Reynolds Aluminum Company.
We euggested that Negro people boycott Sponsors who boycott us on television
and radio.
The response to that column has really
encouraged us that the Negro is awakening
:o an awareness that he can and must use
his purchasing dollar to defeat discrimination.
Popular Luther "Red" Randolph, the
Harlem clubman, wrote to say he has been
buying a new Lincoln-Mercury annually
for a number of years. If "Challenge Golf"
does not integrate immediately, "Bed"
says, he is not buying Lincoln-Mercury
this year.
A Miss Mary Allen of Mount Vernon,
writes in to commend our stand:
"I have been watching the program
"College Bowl" and I have never seen a
Vegro college represented on this show.
Negroes buy lots of General Electric products. We should stop buying them."
Negro Awakening
NOT ONLY is the Negro awakening to
the value of his economic power; the
world of industry is also beginning to realise that it Can no longer get away with
ringing us up on its cash registers arid
making believe we don't exist in employment and other area's of human activity.
Sensational proof of this is to be found
in a remarkably frank confidential market
letter, a copy of which has fallen ihto our
possession.
Issued by Bernard P. Gallagher as a
regular information service to advertising.
narketing and media executives, the Gallagher Report for Feb. 11, states in part:
"Anti-Segregation Boycotts Successful.
Will have great impact on advertisers,
Media, agencies. 'Selective patronage' program uses Negro purthasing power to
fight discrimination in hiring. Directed by
Negro Ministers. Has alread‘, changed
natterns of Gulf Oil. National Deity
Products, Tasty Baking, Pet-lei-Cole Metropolitan I3ottline. Sun Oil, ASO latest Company to canitelate.
"Boycott now in nrogress against Sealteat Food, in New York.
Few Non-White Executives
"Advertisers, Agencies, Media Worried.
Have very few Negro executives. Especially weak in advertising departments of
large corporations. On executive level in
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ALFRED DUCKETT

Ask King-Willams Peace Parley
I WISH THERE could be an early
".7.hristmas this year because there is Something very wonderful I would like to have
for a present.
You see, a real good Yule present is one
which not only pleases giver and recipient, but which also gives a great deal of
joy to others.
The Christmas present I would like
would be a meeting between Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., president of The Southtrn Christian Leadership Conference, and
Dootsie Williams, president of Dooto Records, which I Am told, is the largest Negroowned recording firm.
At this meeting, there would he no
lawyers — just Dr. King end Mr. Williams
Unjust Pictures Of Both
IN PAST WEEKS, we have sorrowfully seen news stories concerning a controversy between these two men. These
British commonwealths, those two

news stories have pictured one, Williams, as
unethical in business practise — and the
other, Dr. King, as unjust in eertairi dealings regarding a recording of a sermon.
I do not know Mr. Williams. But I have
had admiration and respect for this man,
who has built a fine enterprise which
gives employment to our people and incentive to our youth.
I do know Dr. King and I know that he
is the antitheses of personal selfishness;
that he does a gigantic job for people fbr
l a year; that he turns over thousands of
oilers to the cause of civil rights. This it
money which he has every moral right to
pocket, but he doesn't.
I also know that Dr King would never
be guilty of deliberately taking advantage
or any other kind—
of a race enterprise
for personal gain or greed.
Here are two big men; men who have
built and created — one a captain of in\

il

•

dustry and the other a champion of great
causes.
Cannot Take Sides
I DO NOT — cannot — take either
side in this issue As to the legal and moral
issues involved.
I only know that when divisions arise
among our leaders, they hurt, not only the
generals, but also the troops. And they
cause great losses in the onward march
of our crusade.
That is why I would love to sea Dootsie
Williams and Dr. Martin King sit down together in a secret conference, with love
and understanding in their hearts — and
issue forth from that conference with an
announcement to the world that here,
where a gap has been made in our unity
as a people, the rank/ have been closed.
For me, that would be the swinging-eat
Christmas present I ever received in
March.
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.! Mitch Miller Laughs Off Race Crackpots
gro singer who appears on ad today. More and more, the te be around when Dine&
safely clear of anything re- lancing everyone else. Seth
'Sing Along' fest, had Whole concept of the quota .Washington and Johnny Mee
every
particular
—
in
keit
songs
of
motely related to hien and
&Tell Garner and
come along during his Me- system is going the way of thie andJackson
'Come On-a My Huuse,",toseMoaart.
were around,
Mahalia
the dinosaurs.
NSW YORK — Back In AN ODDBALL
bel,' 'My Heart Cries Per
and I did what augmenting I
.100, there was cause for Miller was an oddball be. You, and 'Because of You —
tim
lfee'd referred to her color "Go to just about any good could. They all had the spark
only lecIdentelly that day, hospital today and look at the to begin with.
general derisive mirth lit cause he didn't fit the Inv teemed far past the million
board ift the lobby. Jllk
eWi
hits
Since
hit office, it Was and
mark.
His
solid
noW,
Wes
and
Tin
Pan
of
recesited
Pop
pathe
cepted picture at all
Italian harries? The nos' "I had nothing to do with
who
not
he
rainy
and
long,
reporter
require
a
Would
this
and
Errol Garner's talent, for inWets
dug
Into
his
past
Allty in New York, Colum*ought up the subject of her pital rosters read like the stance. It's always been there.
r,blit Reetirds, which Wel en. came Alp with a damning Nett afternoon to count up.
National
ChiUnited
You
see
hue
;eying ho smashing Burgess in he had a history of not only PIP STILL THINE
Negro retie What I did, if anything, was
s.e°ideni
neIn:
ea residencies,
Negro performers On White. d
the pop recording field, netd• avoiding the Lindy crowd but, This than whom Columbia
you-name-it.
ror the to take Mtn out of selbens
television itetel a eutrent In- first tint* itt Mankind's his- and put him In the concert
'ed an A. and It. Man — an worse, he was sh oboe player Records continues to keep
novation — the Billy Williams tory, gifted people are grad- halls.
'Argot' and Repertoire ewes- and he held clanked musie around is balder and slimmer
than he was almost 13 year's
Quartet Were regulars on Sid ually bUt defitetely becoming "As for Mehalla Jackson,
the who knew the twines. In reverence!
Catitirl 'Your show of Heti as nettling More or less all I did was to dIsCover that
well enough to select the
When this irrefutable evi- ago, but hone of the pep and
plans
he
ShOWs' more than a decade than as gifted people.
she was a tremendous artist
right singers, aeries, mualelatte dence was dug up, the patri- brimming-over
ago — but Miller was the first
who was being robbed deaf,
and arrangementa, and to Mir ots marched to the office o brought to his job then has
AHEAD OF TH11 OAHE
perNegro
a
Integrate
diminished.
He
has
curtailed
man
to
dumb and blind on her Conthem all into a big bowl which Columbia's boss, Goddard
"We
wise
guys
ih
muSIc
prooverall
the
considerable
amount
of
his
former
into
a
tract.
when* was with anturns out a batch of hit rec. Lieberson, and laid it cut on
pride Mu-Sieves oh havihd other firth, of course, and she'd
duction on a weekly basis.
'nrds.
his eisek. Lieberson gulped but activities with the recording
Check 'Sing Along With been ahead of the game lone get yearly royally stateMelitt,
Hopefully, that is.
held firm. "I don't want a company because Of his reMitch' any Fridey night; Miss long ego. A thilsieian's skirt but WithOut ah accounting.
The cause for the mirth was businessman this time,' he markably successful TV tarUggittne is assuredly not Only meant nothing. tie sat at the "The statement Wbeld bay
' that Columbia hired a young maintained bravely. "I think nyk-exerciser, 'sing Along
a soloist, but one Of the gaggle piano, Or took his instrument she'd earned $10,000. No
man named Mitchell William non-businessmen
sometimes With Mitch,' yet he still runs
non-metal front his ease, and you knew Iterniting. Lou COwan — who
performers'
of
Miller, a 0(6141(3114 musician make better businessmen than like a man possessed by Nippy
within minutes whether ha liter became preildent of
gang.
with a beard and a Natant- businessmen. Anyway, tey dement
"It you're looking for e had it or didn't have IC Now CBS — and I dove in and
tally pixieish grin. It Wasn't tenet make aesthetic mit- ..,We called his office jig*
week to request tit
sermon on television Integra- else Can YOU get good musiet eherked out how she'd been
that Miller was a completely takes."
tion," he said, "count int out. "Sure, there've been quib- cheated all along. We got her
unknown commodity; he had Over the ensuing yeart Mil- stid gut him on the phrase
been around for years, ahd,
Leslie is on the show because bling letters about Leille Ug- out of that box."
ler helped the experts' theels immediately. "Sure, come
deed, had supervised popular now and then by making a ahead!" he acknowledged,
dhe's
a fantastic singer. That's earns. But for every one creep NO IIALONY
a
benefit
in
Massachusetts
at
attacks
every
he
it. I Want to prove we can who complains, there are three Miller, one of the lallt of
,recordings for Mercury, a busy number of mistakes: he pro- "Can you make it here at my We. Y€t
It comparatively minor dont- duced a stout share of rettordo office tomorrow morning at project as if he were jubi- four o'eloek. I was here at dd e good show. I don't want viewers who will buy. SO- the gargantuan Star Mattel%
nomica, edueatioh. Education,
'patty.
which laid large omelets. Yet It" No one wants to inter- lantly tearing ihto a steak, eight. I'll do some paper work to prOVe anything *Ise."
has for years been instrumentWhat gave the tomb; the Columbia, which fancies itself View anyone at that unwhole. and not a single olio of his and listen to some new songs We tried 6 different tack. economics. Do you want to al in getting artists out of
here
for
a
few
hours
and
then
know
the essence of the mild
We were curious to know
- giggles wet their certainty
prnflt-making oreanittation, Isbine hour of the day but, Intimates We contacted later
personal boxes and Into the
aware that we were breaking vould remember his having get to the 'Sing Along' busi- what kind of mail regarding quibbles we've received from large lime-light.
-that a boy had been picked ttIll kept him around.
to attempt A Man's job. Miller By giving him free rein, the most sacred of Interview. ever once complained of being ness at hand, I'll work till Leslie the show has received. the South, exeltiding the We observed hint at work
eleven tonight."
erackpots?
tired,
was suspect on several counts. the orgenisatiett found itself ers' laws, we went.
ONACIMPoTh WRITS
for a mortengt his manner is
A. and R. men were, by natur- at the veer top of the com- That Mitch Miller bOunci- LOVIS WHAT HES DOINO "My gosh, when do you "You mean front the eritek- "Here's a sample that'a rep- so ingenuous, sti
sleep?"
resentative
froth
the
rank and Mlle, that he was capable of
al call, aggreenve, hypertenit petitive heap within two years flees is real. He works a back- "How can you get tired
pots?" Mitch brlittled. "You're
folks who hung out at Lin- after signing AIM aboard, In breaking day, seven days a when you're doing what you "Oh, I've always been able guaranteed to get crackpot Mei We know that the Mang- rejecting tare after tune prees
are
coming,
but
must
you sented to him by Impassioned
" he reasoned. "I to get by on four hours a letters if you do nothing more
grabbed your lapels dur- those two years he chalked week, that would tell a halt hive to do,
ing conversations, and Steered up a typhoon of hits, add's- dollen letter men in Bore- got home this morning from night." He laughed and add- than step on A Stage, tip your rub our hoses in it?'
tong pluggers, and still have
•
ed, "except when I came to hat, and toy, 'Oood evening.'
'
—
• • —
'The interesting thing," said those pluggere leave with only
town, around 1533. I was out "The feet that we're On the Mitch Miller, "was that of the the kindest words for him.
of a job and I slept awful air, doing exactly what we nori•traCkpot mall, which het One secret to his longevity
good then.
want to do — nobody Sits on been infinitesimal, the gener- as a music Man, perhaps, is
"Anyway, today's a breeze
thrOhe as an overseer Ott al white Southern posture has that he takes all people at
because were not taping the this program
should answer repeated, 'We know that the they come. He never plays
show. On thoae days I start that. Do yeti know what's changes are Outing . . Un- favorites. And he is no selfat seven. Every show takes going to Change everything derstand it. It's the equivalent congratulatory
oboe-tOoter
ten Cays to prepare for the in entertainment, as far AI of the old-fashioned love let- concerning his consistent nonscreen. Two of those ten are prejudice la concerned? &O. ter that reads, "We've always racial polielei.
set aside for the actual tap- nomics. Just as much as eco- loved each other in our way, We were reminded only
ing. We're in our third season nomics and education Will but now you're kicking the after leaving him that his 'IV
now. The first year we did eventually destroy bigotry, in in the teeth. Why the sudden orchestra includes three NekiFit
rht'
e"
eight shows. Last year we and out of ehterteinment.
groes — on viola, bass, and
incurably optimistic drum — who are seen on
were on. 52 weeks This year "The only sad thing about
Miller
has boosted s horde camera every week. lie hadn't
we'll be OH 52 weeks, too.
progress is that it sometimes
"Vachtiohs? I don't like 'em. drags its feet. But When it of singing careers, from Rose- Mentioned them,
mary
Clooney
and Frank Si- Mitch still plays the Oboe,
ince you've loafed, it's that hollers, it hollers so you can
much harder to get back In hear the reverberations every- natra to Johnny Rey, Frankie MoStly for relexation, Crib*
Leiria and Guy Mitchell,
Virgil Thompson once dethe swing again,"
where. IVe ran draw parallels "I've hillier
a singer," Scribed his tone as "warm and
Lett Christmas, Mitch Mil- with medicine. Years ago Jews he maid. "No Made
one
can
teach
laughing",
ler told us he considered him- and Banana who wanted to be good performer
how to perThe same adleatIvea mlght
self wonderfully lucky that doctors underwent a strict form. Let's say tee
occasionwell be applied to Mitch MaLeslie
Uggents,
the
pretty
Ne•
quota system. That's antiquat- ally augthented. I happened ter himself.
VhalTINO BRAZILIAN LABOR LEADERS HUDDLE WITH URBAN LEADERS

Ily MORTON COOPIR
. titertim TS The betteder

Failure To End Racial Bias in
U. S. Unions Amazes Brazilians

Congo To Get
$24 Million In
U.S. Products

•••••••110••

U. S. Top Court Asked To Sava
IgnorantMiss. Youth From Death

WASHINGTON, I), C. —
Under two Food for Peace
agreements, announced by the
Eleven visiting Brazilian tett for an "overview" of the Urban League. He alluded to The Brazilians appeared Im- U. S. Department of Agricul.
NEW YORK — The Of A bed at four ill the morn, represent Smith refused to
the Republic of the Con- American Civil
labor leaders Were amazed to city's race relations problems. Hebert W. Johnson, Director pressed by the fact that the ture,
Liberties ing, without werrant or prob- hOMe and Used as crucial eve
go
will
purchase
$23,866,000
learn that not all American Alvin J. Prejeaft, executive Region Four Of the United Urban League D a non-gov- worth of U. S. food, cotton, Union WW1 the Supreme able cause — one of eight or talk with his wife: refitted to
nine Negroes. taken into cusdeputy director of the Urban Auto Workers; and William ernmehtal voluntary, non Uniting have Wined out racial League, told the South Amer- L. McFetridge, President, Flat profit agency Which aetOnt- and tobacco with Congolese Court to reverse the -rape tody iO a general roundup in hear statements that a pair
conviction
of
W,11,1iem,
francs.
bias.
the neighborhood. burble the Of trotlIette.tatten from Smitn's
ican visitors that "labor is Janitors Union, Local 1, and pliehes it wbtk without RovNinety per cent of the francs Smith Jr., a poor, -Meta* II hours of his questioning he dance al the trial had not been
When told by Chicago Urban Making Strides toward ihtegta- an AFL-CIO International %nee er-Merit supervision.
26-yeer
,
Old
Mlsainlpi
Negeri
was riot brellght before e judi- worn by Smith on the night
W. Hampton McKintley, Act- will be used for economic de- because 'he wM
League official§ that some utl. Don, but that more can be president.
James Wright, Region Four ing (tit-edit:it of Employe-tent velopment of the Congo due process Of lawde5rleed19
cial Officer as required by Mis- of the erirtie; 'ignored charges
discriminate" done."
"still
!MY
ions
Step
that the defendant had been
sissippi law.
He srE:Ei that both labor and co-director of the tJAW's and Guidance for the Urban throughout the United Na- of the Way.
against Negroes, their reac- management must purge their alr PractiCe§ Department and League,
spoke about htlei the tions.
Instead he Was transported beaten severely prior to con.
"Prom
the
time
of
his
arrest
tion was:
ranks of bigots because "dis- a special consultant to the agency breaks ticnee batriers The fond ebmotOditlem will until the day Of his eenVie§idn, to another county, forced to fesSitig And became so con!'Why are laboring men crIminatioh IS primarily re- Urban League's Hoard, wel- to Negroes in employment op- include wheat Deur, rite, corn, the petitioner WAS treated Un- take a lie detector test, atld fused that he referred to pofighting each other when their sponsible for .the chronically comed the ratiliatis and an- portunities and maps programs beans, dried Whole Milk, non- fairly by every agency Of the ea/billing to his testimony told lice as members of his family;
common aspirations for better high rate of unemployment sWered questions Which they to retrain Detains on relief for fat dty milk, canned Milk, but- state With Which he mu win- that he would be returned to and declined to request a
Chicago'S Negroes, Posed.
working and living conditions among
responsible positions in corn- ter, cheese, ftheen ehicken, and Met," declared a brief support- the county Of the crime and change Of Venue,
canned chicken.
shoUld be sufficient to unite which has exceeded 10 per "In our country,' said Paulo name and industry.
turned beer to a mob unless He did Mit call any witnesses
ing the appeal.
for the defense or introduce
cent of their total Work force Henrique de AtAtijo,
The Brazilians also Visited Cotter) shipment veill total &fifth was "arrested with- he confessed.
them t"
about 950 Mem, Anti tobacco
The Bratiliates, od a 10-week every year since the Mid Of rant employees union presi- the American Federation Of purchases will amount to 2,. out probable cause," the brief These faets alone would be any evidence on Smith's bedent from Nova FribUrgb, Rin Teachers, the
Cooperative
.natiOrt - spanning tour spon- the Second World War."
noted, "held in detention un- sufficient to vitiate the confes- half. When Mrs. Smith eppeel400,000 pounds.
sored by the Agency for In- Prejeati pointed out that two State, "there is no discrimi- League of the United States of
constitutionally, Stiltjeeted to sion, ACLU's brief asserted. ed to another attorney to repternationl Development of the eminent Chitago area trade nation other than poor peo- America end several city labor Commoditiee purchased un- eoereive forces until he eon- It noted, however, that jurors resent her husbahd, the trial
•Stete Department, Stopped at UniOn leaders are Members of ple are very poor and rich organizations and Union Of- der the new Food for Peat). teased, denied 00411101 at a were inettaletted they Might judge reftleed V) let him enter
egreements will bring the tothe case.
fices.
the Urban League heath:mar- the Hoard of Directore of the people are Very rich."
tal for the Congo to $41,8000 truciel pre-trial juncture, de. consider the tionfeasion teen if faO COUNSEL II BITTEN
flied
the
right
to
counsel
rib,
fot
they
thought
It
had
been
000 Werth of U. S. products. 54
bye; and finally was rep, tattled involuntarily, in "hope "The mere preAehee of ineffective counsel . . earl be
resented ineffectively at trial ot fear."
by his court-appointed attor- J'A dragnet arrest of that even more damaging to a deWASHINCITON, D. C. — oratory with a team of chem- Wonted: Fenn Lewyer ney."
sort Violates constitutional fendant than the presence of
Alden H. keine, an organic ists who are seeking to further HAttrrottn, Conn. — (ITN)
standards and the eonfessien, no counsel at all," the ACLU
H.LITERATE YOUTH
improve
wash-wear
—
A
cotton
tabhearing
WAS
held
on
a
chemist, has been appointed to
whieh wee the immediate fruit brief pointed out,
rice.
bill that Wittid exempt the Described as an inarticulate, of that violation, is inadmisthe staff of the Southern Utili- Milt
"The presence of ineffective
superstitious youth who had
transferred
sale
of
to
dogs
USfrom
the
Edueaat trial," according to the counsel is insidious because it
MIAMI — (um ....... bly, and Henry Taylor a lead- zation Research and Develop- DA's Agriculture Research tion, Welfare and Public attended school only two years, sible
er of the party.
tdrneyis
Smith was arrested in July, brief,
can deceive a reviewing triU. S. at- ment Division of the U. S. De- Service from the Food and Health tax.
Two ahananian
Ashmann partment of Agriculture.
bunal Into believing that the
Charles
Drug Administration of the John F. Tarrant of the taX 1961 along with several male ANIUND ACTION
neighbors after a 14-year-old Of Smih's action In waiving substance of justice has been
,tion political leaders and of Miami, representing the eight He will work on catton fin- Department of Health, lidu- department said the
"bill
diswhite girl reported the had ilit*IiMinary hearing Without meted out, whereas, In reality,
itthes in the New Orleans lab- cation, and Welfare
attorney Missing Cubans.
American
an
criminates against cats."
been raped and after a blood- being able to consult an at- Only the forms of justice have
"fresh"
found
they
said
hound taken to the scene by teireey, ACLU Commented:
been hurried through. And it
Russian rifle cartridges On Elofficers had *d them to aft "It is absurd to say that this is insidious also because a de.
area inhebited by Negroes.
almost totally uneducated and fondant, too ignorant or poor
bow Ciy, 50 miles from Cuba,
He wee questioned contin- inartictilata individual, acting to employ couninel of his own
Indicating eight Miami-based
WRIGHT - PATTER - workers. graded workers are
uously for 12 hours by five under seververnotional
ehblee, can be lulled into the
Cuban exile fishermen were SON AF', Ohio —
()Meet* two of whom were could have knowingly waived false Security that court-apThat those in the General SerViee
(GS) category.
kidnaped by Caltrt sea Melton
armed, 6118 WWI subjected to the substantiel legal advert. pointed ettlungel will prosecute
"Man's, world" that every,. SUL the cohiern over discrima tie detector test which they tages possibly available to him hie defense 'zealously and aclest raenth.
body
ination
against
talka
women
comes
about,
juat
told hen Showed he lied when in a preliminary proceeding." tively' rather than ineffectiveThey accused the Bahamas
in the higher level, professional
he denied committing the The attorney appointed to
,
government of supressing the isn't so at the Aeronauti- positions — jobs that for mahy
crime. He signed a confession
"fade" and challenged an of- Sal Systems DiViltion.
years sinned to be the prerogawhich was introduced at his
betel report which said in in- ASD male engineers have al tive of men. These include
trial.
Vestigatioh last week "has out Ways liked women — is fellow chemists, mathematicians, enDenied counsel tor 33 doe
produced evidence" to support
Workers—and a qualified wom- gineers, physicists, doctors or
Smith waived preliminary !Athe kidnaping charge.
Scientists
of
all
stripes,
en is given just at much coninenation and was held in
During A secret Visit to the
Mathematician. are employe,
jell. In September, 1141, an
Aland, they found upwards of sideration for a job at AD AS in various technical areas. A,
attorney appointed to reps...WASHINGTC)N, D. C. — ha, "our policy toward Cuba
an example:
1,000 spent Atte and pistol car- Any man.
Sent him declared himself JPI)--Hen. Wayne Morse, should exclude direct military
tridges, two U.S. army-type Thus, when the President di- Dorothy B. John, a native .,!
action for the present."
toady for trial tour days after
shovels, part of a pick ax, a rected last summer "that ap- 9utherland, Virginia, Is A
said that conditions One reaeon for this, he said.
being assigned the ease. An -Ore.,
spent Belgian rifle grenade, an pointments and promotions to mathematician in the Inertia:
Peru
Haiti
and
Ihcieting
in
is that the Communist threat
all-white jury heard OVidence
army poneho and two field the Federal career service shall Guidance Applications Seeder,
in Latin America is "homeand returned a guilty verdict "can form the baCkborte
be made without regard to sex of ASD's Navigation and Gin
packs, they said.
takesover.
communist
grown, and it exists no Matter
day.
one
in
C3411
except
in
unusual
circumstances
has
a
Laboratory.
She
are
dance
Bahamanions
The
Such a potential is "present
Smith was sentenced to tile In seveltal other" Latin Amer- what Necomes of Fidel Castrc
Stevenson, reptetentative of the where such action has been bachelor of Science degree in
and his gOverholent."
Party
found
justified
by
the
Civil
SerVirginia
from
chamber.
Mitaietippes
gas
Leber
mathematics
In
Prepositive
lean nations, including Brazil,
MasudVice
Commission,"
no
changes
four
spent
College
and
Satiettes
State
the
state's
!WSubsequently
'f FLIP) in the
he told the Foreign Relitions
-- in ASD's practices were nee's- years teaching mathematics and
ormer/ Court affirmed the con- Commission of the American When Else But Boston?
--LADY MA tHtMA TICIAN
tory.
science at Haydeh High School,
viction. The ease was then tak- Legion.
Anti-Bird Bill
BOSTON — (UPI) — The
Eniplayed Is task engineer in computer logic analysis al en to the U I, Supreme Court.
the Sen- House gave near final approvAUSTIN, Tex. — jute — A There has never been any Virginia.
of
chairman
Morse.
diathematitian
Ohio,
Force
daft
la
Wright-Patterson
Air
1919 as A
resolution seeking authority question about women for cer- She came to ASD in oPtimiReviewing the CARO, the Civil ate Foreign RelatiOns Subeom- al to a bill providing a penal.
Dorothy ft. John demonstrates her skills al *tying pots
to destroy golden Or Mexican tam n jobs In the clerical and mathematician in logic
Union brief traced matte en Latin America, said ty for use of profanity' es
Liberties
04
high
sutherland,
Viriania
is
among
leinc.
of
The
native
categories, and tenon§ and In 1059 became e
. eagles in West Texas was ap- stenographic
Of due process step that since offensive missiles abusive language at sporting
Aeronautical
the
denial
engineers
employed
at
the
scientists
and
level
proved by a house commit- ASD has its share — approxi- task engineer in computer logic
Smith
was routed out have been removed from Cu- events.
step.
by
base.
at
the
air
Systems
Division
mately 1,700 out of 6,704 graded analysis.
sae.

Find Evidence Castro
Raiders Kidnaped 8

I Named To U.S. Research Staff

Women Show High Skills At Ohio Air Force Base
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For Takeover By Reds
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•
Vernell Logan.
The ushers at the public
• meeting were members of the
f Ivy Leaf Club of Beta Tau
•
Chapter.
•
SICKLE CELL FUND
The kick-off dinner of the
Sickle . Cell'Anemia Fund
g Drive launched the current
•
fund-raising drive for the support of research in the disease
at the University of Tennes•
terLun
Ddiegrgsthe
Rteio
senarocfhpCienc
1 sdeir
eer

with the passing of so many
well-known people . . . the
late Mrs. Countess Anderson
Peyton, Mrs, Helen Chandler
and Mrs., Beulah McAnulty.
The families of these departed friends have our, sYlnpathY
and our prayers in this time
of sorrow.
Here for the funeral Services
for Mrs. Peyton at Emmanuel
Episcopal church last Thursday afternoon were her aunt,
Mrs. Viola Bonds of Chicago
and Mrs. Countess Powell of
more
Little Rock, Ark.
The event attracted
night
Friday
Coming to Memphis on the
than 100 persons
before last to the $5-a-plate sad occasion of the sudden
II
I dinner held at the Universal death of Mrs. Chandler were
Life Insurance Dining Room. her sister and. brother-in-law,
• • el • it te se et
"• 11
114
gt
Mrs. Alma Booth, general Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Irons of
tal
winter
seems
to
responsibility,
for
the
betOld man
chairman of the drive, was New York City; her son and
terment
tenacious
of
our
cities,
homes
his
released
have
exceedingly gratified with the daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs
grip on our weather, and now, and nation. The benediction
response which has come from J. T. Chandler: of Washington,
bright colored daffodils and was given by Rev. Elmer Marall quarters of the community. D. C., her sisters, Mrs. Ray-,
emerging delicate buds pro- tin, pastor of the church.
Other executive officers of the mood Park and Mrs., Joel!
claim that Spring is about Eighty-five members attenddrive are Dr. Charles L. Din- Howard, both of Chicago and'
to make its long-awaited en- ed the closed banquet held in
kins, chairman; H. A. Gilliam, Mr. and Mrs. George' Howard
trance on our scene,
the reception rooms of the vice-chairman; Thomas Hayes, of Fayetteville, Tenn.
AKA'S FOUNDERS' DAY
church immediately following
Maurice FowOur condolences are also
Golden sunshine arid balmy the program. Here the pink treasurer; Mrs.
B. Purnell, Supreme Basileus of the sorority. Mrs. Purnell Is
AKA'S AND SPEAKER — Members of Alpha Kappa Alpha
secretary; Rev. B. T. Hunt, extended the family of the
weather combined to make a and green colors of the organi- ler,
seen front row, third from left, a ith officers of the two
Sorority are seen at St. Andrew AME Church following their
relations,
James
public
Childs,
late
Mrs.
McAnulty,
Mr.
and
perfect afternoon for .approx- zation predominated the decobservance of the 55th Anniversary of the organization. local chapters.
imately 125 Alpha Kappa Al- orations, including originalt Dr. W. W. Gibson, Mrs. Joan Mrs. Samuel McAnulty, Mrs.
with their guest spzaker at the public program, Mrs. Julia
pha women, when they gath- Place cards, designed and ex- Strickland, Wilford Glenn, and Lois M. Hirsch, John E. McAnulty of Cleveland Ohio; and
ered at St. Andrew's (AME) ecuted by Mrs. Ruth Weed; T. T. Stokes.
Church at Parkway and Missis- massive arrangements of pink Highlighting the dinner pro- Eugene McAnulty of Indianwere the numbers sung apolis, Ind.
sippi blvd., on Sunday, March carnations and centerpiece of gram
by Bennie Jenkins, one of the CHIT CHAT
•
3, at a public meeting,
pink roses and baby's breath nine finalists at the prelimMore best wishes.for a quick
The occasion featured Mrs. at the speakers' table.
inary audition for the Metro- convalescence continue to go
Julia B. Purnell of Baton
Another scene of beauty was politan Opera Regional Au- to our friend, Dr. W. W. GibRouge, La., Supreme Basileus
of the sorority, at the observ- the huge wall scroll of pink dition. Mr. Jenkins is an Eng- son, who is now at his home.
ance which honored their and green, with glittered lish teacher at Hamilton High We hope he will be soon up
founder sand the fifty-fifth names of the founders of the School. He was accompanied and about his busy career at
LeMoyne college.
anniversary of the organiza- sorority, which was done un- by Miss Martha Flowers.
der the direction of Mrs. Doris Dr. Diggs, nationally known
Mr. C. A. Scott, Editor and
tion.
Mrs. Dorothy T. Brown, head Jean Smith; while another authority on sickle cell anemia, Publisher of the Scott Syndications at Atlanta, Ga., includof the music department of scene in the same colors pro- was the dinner speaker.
Among the special guests ing the Memphis World was
Owen College rendered the claimed "welcome" from the
graduate
chapter Beta Epsilon were Dr. Louis Barreras, in the overflow audience which
musical numbers of the preSpecialist for the University of delighted
to the beautiful
lude Greek Medley and post- Omega.
The
banquet program was Tennessee Research project in dance recital of the pupils of
lude and accompanied Krs.
under
the
direction
of
underSickle Cell Anemia.
Miss Roberta Ratcliffe at Foote
Hattie Swearengen, one of the
Homes Auditorium last Sunday
two outstanding soloists on the graduates at LeMoyne College OPERA AUDITIONS
and
Memphis
State
University,
pleased
The community is
afternoon. .
program. The other soloist
Mrs. Valerie K. (Gilliam)
was Mrs. Mertis Ewell, ac- highlighted with the honoring with the emergence of out;
charter
of
the
members
of
the
Jensinger,
Bennie
standing
Woods and Dr. Harriet Everetcompanied by Miss Yvonne
two
chapters,
Mrs.
Ethel
J.
nine
local
one
of
the
kins, as
te of Buffalo, N. Y., were
Exum.
Elma Mardis gave the Perkins, Mrs. Augusta Cash, winners in the Metropolitan Memphis visitors recently, stopof
the
graduate
chapter,
and
comCompany's
local
Opera
ping by the Phillip Booths
meditation and prayer; and
the occasion was explained by Beta Tau charter members, petition. Of the 22 persons and others enroute from a
Mrs.
Helen
W.
West,
Mrs.
VicNegroes.
competing,
two
were
visit to her former home in
Miss Lizzie Patterson, basileus
of Beta Tau Chapter at Le- toria Hancock and Atty. Veva The competition took place at Arkansas.
Young.
Mrs.
Purnell
also
gave
Club,
which
Beethoven
the
DON'T FORGET THE SICMoyne college. Mrs. Marjorie
Ulen, basileus of the graduate a personal talk to the mem- sponsored the local competi- KLE CELL ANEMIA FUND,
bers.
tion.
AND THE HEART FUND. It
chapter, introduced the speakThe Metropolitan Opera could happen to anyone of us
er whose challenging message The Founders Day Committion. Seated, left to right are: Mrs. Georgia P. Quinp, ChairFOI.INDERS DAY COMMITTEE — Members of the commit"Our Assignment with Desti- tee was headed by Mrs. Geor- Regional Audition was held you know!
man, Mrs. Marjorie Tien, basileus of Beta Epsilon Omega
tee which formulated plans for the presentation of the Sugia
P.
Quinn,
and
by
Miss
Vel17,
at
the
auSunday,
March
ny: A Call to Self-Discipline"
Chapter; Mrs. Purnell, Mrs. Ethel J. Perkins, honored charpreme Basileus of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Mrs. Julia
pointed up America's need for ma Lois Jones, chairman of ditorium, with the nine local
ter member, and Mrs. Bebe Fingal. At back, left to right are
with their guests
La.,
are
seen
B.
Purnell
of
Baton
Rouge,
the
social
committee,
assisted
wincompeting
with
winners
morality and was a clarion call
Andrew
Mrs. Elma Mardis, Miss Velma L. Jones, chairman of the
March
3
at
St.
meeting
of
their
public
following
committee
members
MesKnoxville
in
the
Mid
ners
of
for parents and citizens to re-1 bY
social committee; Mrs. Jzwel S. B?thel, Ms. Edna Swingler
AME Church. Following the program, Mrs. Purnell was honplace the permissive pattern dames Elma Mardis, Jewel South Regional !finals.
and Miss Lucy Suttles.
ored at a formal banquet by 85 members of the organzaof child-rearing with more Bethel, Lucy Suttles, Bebe The public was invited to
positive approaches to paren- Fingal, Ernestine Guy, Helen attend the audition Sunday
Shelby, Ethel J. Perkins, Ruth night, and there was no charge.
Weed, Edna Swingler,' Doris A regional winner was chosen
Jean Smith, Hattie Sweareng- to compete in the semi-finals, Global Travel Agency, 656
en and Mertis Ewell.
to be held on the Metropolitan Vance ave., which was organMrs. Purnell was the house- Opera House stage in New ized several months ago to proTen units of the Ninth Conguest of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas York, later in March.
mote travel; to provide all
gressional District Chapter of
J. Perkins at 1028 South
onsse
Last year's audition saw t
gf travelresearnvdattio
ry
iupdeisno
the Tennessee Federation of
Lauderdale. Other courtesies Miss Patsy Welting of Memrve
ticketing;
Democratic Leagues, were eswere extended by Mrs. Callie phis the regional competition. as a storehouse for any kind!
tablished in 10 wards here
Stevens, Mrs. Alma Booth, She is now studying in the of travel information, has just
Augus-I were used to carry out the dec- background of turquoise drap- I recently. Establishing the units
Mrs. Allie M. Roberts, Helen Met's Opera Workshop in New received notice of its approval' Mr. and Mrs. Harold
with
overlaid
a
table
eries,
itus Jamison of 1261 Quinn ave.,: orative scheme of pink and
was Frank R. Kilpatrick, vice
Shelby 'your scribe' and others. York.
to the Agency List of the Air
, white tulle over satin, caught president of the local chapwedding re-:green.
Besides
basilei previously Mrs. Watkins Overton is the Traffic Conference of America. will be hosts at a
valley
boulilies
of
the
honoring their daugh-I The honoree chose a trous-'with
ter of TFDL.
mentioned, the officers of the director of the regional audi- This approval means that ception
ter, the former Miss Alva Jean seau suit of lipstick red with quets and satin streamers, feaAmong wards and leaders
two chapters include Mrs. Al- tions for the Metropolitan.
Global Travel Agency and its
branchwhite
stylized
Itured
a
Alvin Howell'gold buttons.
established were: Mrs. Jereuslie M. Roberts, Georgia T. By the way, tickets are now employees, having met the Jamison, and
shamrocks.!
with
mobile
tree
shower includ- ed
tine Mack, 35-3; John CrawQuinn, Juanita Chambers, Car- on sale for the two outstand- high standards set by the Air Crawford, on Saturday, March Guests at the
Tails ed the honoree's mother, Mrs.'In the dining room the table!ford, 41-1, Mrs. Alice Sandolyn Jamerson, Edith Willis, ing performances of the Met Traffic Conference for inclu- 23, at the Top Hat and
cloth
a
lace
overlaid
with
was
Harold Jamison; her sister,j
ridge, 41-4; Frank Kilpatrick,
Hattie Smith, Verna Allen, in May, Othello and Madame sion on its Agency List, arelClub. Mr. Crawford is the son
and Miss Carole Jamison' her aunt land centered with a formal ar- 8- J
-d 1^ NI .
B i1.',„
Lucy Suttles, Jewel Bethel, Butterfly, two of the most now prepared to provide thl of Mrs. Erma Ovstern
,
daffodils,
iris
and
irangement
of
cousin,
Mrs. Sam Qualls, and
Annie B. Brown, 13-1; ThadMae Fitzgerald, Lillian Crow- famous operas in the repertoire community and the Mid Soutt I Robert Crawford, Sr.
sterling.
lay
flanked
Mrs.'greenery,
deus T. Stokes. 31-4; Howard
der, Ethel J. Perkins; Louvenia of America's most distinguish- with many low cost travel!' The recently married young Mrs. Leland L. Atkins;
Joyce branched candlelabra with.
•
Jackson, 21-4; John Booz, 51;
Clayton, Gertrude Anderson ed opera company. This cul- tours plus faster and more ef- couple are prominent in social Raymond Lynom, Miss
cry
Whittaker,
Pe
Dr. I. A. Watson, Jr., 26,3;
Helen
Armstrong, Earline tural fare should be shared by ficient services in airline hi- circles of the city, and their Lynon, Miss Agretta
the,prisms, each filled with yellow
A jet of live steam exmarriage is heralded by sev- Mrs. Beverly Crawford,
Houston, Countess Johnson, more pebple in the communi- keting.
their'
base
of
the
at
-flowers
Car
bride's sister-in-law; Mrs.
eral social eNients of note,
plodes, while the rice is
Goldie Parks, Marian Chap- ty, and especially young peoher aunt. Mrs. Sam Qualls; her
ole Higgs, Mrs. Elizabeth Rom- white tapers.
LINEN SHOWER
man, Gwendolyn Jones, Shir- ple who should become a part
Mrs.- Leland Atkins,
still in its husk, driving
by, Mrs. Geraldine Douthet, Pink, yellow, white and cousin,
saries
of
in
the
The
first
culture
sister, Miss Carole Jamiof the rising tide of
Mrs. Horace Chandler. Jr., Mrs.'green colors were used in the and
matural vitamins and miner
the
loveperforming
arts
in
our
complimenting
and the
parties
Mrs. Betty Washburn,
lineni Lewis H. Twigg, Jr., Mrs. Rich-frappe refreshments service son;
•
lv young bride was a
!fair city. Be sure to put the
Fredericka Allen, Miss
us deep into each white
ard Green, Mrs. Allan Har- from a silver pbnch bowl, and miss
ST.
LOUIS
—
(UPI)
—
Archie
calendar!
March
your
social
on
Friday,
Met
on
shower
given
Jeannette Graham, MiSs MmPRESS
'T
in
d'ouevre
salad
hors
Campbell,lchicken
55
1
graves,
Mrs. Floyd
grain. The result is a totally
There has been a tremendous Clemons, 22. spun the cylinder 15, by Mrs. A. L. Higgins. Mi
erva Johnica”. Miss Jose BaldTHEIR THIRD ANNUAL
and Mrs. Dorsey West.
Ipale yellpw, pink and white.
amount of sadness in our com- of a .22 caliber pistol during a Bobbie Nelson, Mrs. Charles
..new rice ... high in food
ANNIVERSARY DANCE
and
ridge, Mrs. Mary Nichols, Miss
cakes
!Individual
white
MISCELLANEOUS
SHOWER
Car-,
FRIDAY NIGHT MARCH 22ricl
munity these past two weeks game of Russian Roulette and Washburn, Mrs. Betty C. WashEleanor Cole, Miss Bobbie L.
Mrs
.
Lewis
H
H.
Twigg
floral
decora:valu• with a fresh new
S
r
.
,
featured
mints
pulled the trigger.
At CURRIES CLUB TROPICANA
burn and Mrs. Jacueqlyn
Nelson, Miss Geraldine DouJr.,I lions of the same colors.
PLEASE COME • t1.35 Al Door
The gun discharged and a ter, at the home of Mrs. Char- and Mrs. Lewis H. Twigg,
,-flavor. Try II.
Miss Aeretta Whittaker,
,complimented the bride with Invited guests included the that,
bullet passed through Clemons' les Washburn, 1249 Quinn ave.
Miss Robermother, 1S4r.s. Jamison; Mrs. Rose Tucker,
last
bride's
shower
miscellaneous
a
head. He was dead on arrival Wedding bells, a pink stylta Ra tcliffe, Mrs. Rosetta MilSunday at their home at -1766 the groom's mbther, Mrs. Erma'
at City Hospital.
ized tree and spring flowers
Mrs. Wendell Sawyer, Miss
Crawford'ler,
sisterOystern: the honoree's
South Parkway East.
Complete Fountain
Shirlee Finnie, Mrs. Thelma
In the sun parlor, before the in-law, Mrs. Robert
Whalum, Mrs. Harold Whalum,
lc, SERVICE Cosmetics
CASH
Mrs. Floyd Campbell. Mrs.
To
Organizations—Distribute
CHURCHES, Schools, Clubs,
Kers Mod• Vihdo
, Richard Green, Mrs. Charles
84 Bottles-Watkins Double Strength Vanilla Flavor or 50
Yov wait
W2shburn, Mrs. Dorsey West
Bottles and 50-,a-lbs pepper—no investment necessary
and Mrs. Allan Hargraves.
c
/
1
4 Jewelry
Call Mr. James Patton—Mu 2-1995 for information-1451
Other parties honoring the
Walton Rd.
550
new Mrs. Crawford include a
NVANCE
cocktail party given by her
aunt, Mrs. Leland Atkins, on
Fast
Absolutely. RICELAND
Wednesday, March 20; a linFree
RICE cooks perfectly
gerie shower given by Mrs.
Robert Crawford and Miss
Delivery
every time—each grain
Fredericka Allen; and a kitchPho
6 8112 JA 6-9120
fluffy, separate, tender.
en shower given by the Lydia
Club of Metropolitan Baptist
Try failure-proof
rs
Church.
RICELAND RICE
mCrawford is a graduate
of Tennessee State University;
please?
a member of Alpha Kappa Sor•
ority and a teacher at Hamilton High school.
Mr. Crawford, also a grado.
f Tennessee State' Uniu
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Sinu the entry of blustery ly hope that she soon recuperMarch, many of us are in
airs and will be back in "the
hopes that spring is but,a pink" again.
•
•
•
breath away.
This third month of the
Our sympathy and condok
year is called the "windy ences are extended to the
month." It brings the spring Benny L. Westbrooks famil#
and ends the winter, a winter at 4975 Horn Lake Road. They'
-infested with the "flu bug" recently suffered the loss of
WOMAN'S DAY
St. Patrick was used throughtor many of us. The name a loved one, the mother of
Captolia Newbern of out the meeting even down to
"March, ' honors Mars, the Mrs. West brooks.
ne College delivered a most the green dessert
war god of Roman mythology.
The business part of the
;inspiring address last Sunday
It is the month when peoby
was
conducted
II
meeting
the
a.m.
obeat
service in
ple hang onto their hats and
iiservanc! of Woman's Day. The Mrs. Rena Hay, president.
when we look for the first
Your scribe was hostess to
lievening service was centered
robin as a sign that spring
"around "In Paradise Garden" the last meeting of the Echo
has really come.
with several guests appearing Bridge club in her home on
Welcome to the month in Installation of officers for
on the program of songs and Hale. Seafood was the dish
whose blustery 31 days is the newly - organized Sigma
readings. Various women of: of the evening and everyone
nestled the first day of spring Epsilon Tau chapter of Alpha
the church represented differ- seemingly enjoyed it for a
(10:06 p.m. on the 21st, to be Chi Pi Omega sorority will be
ent flowers in the garden and change. Capturing prizes at
exact). The mere thought of held Monday nirlit, March 25,
wore corsages of the same. , this meeting were Mesdames
the verdant time of year being at the Sarah H. Brown branch
.• Chairman of the day was Vivian Bell, Vera Brooks, and
just around the corner helps of the YWCA at 1044 Missisaspect of the program and, Georgia Adkins. Mrs. Brooks
us to quaff these last frosty sippi blvd., and the public and
Mrs. Mable Chatman with also took home with her the
dregs with a bit less reluc- all beauticians are invited.
Mrs. Allure Slams Lee will
Mrs. Bernice Bledsoe serving traveling prize.
tance.
•
•
•
install officers, and Mrs. Maras co-chairman. Over $1,300 Delta Sigine Theta sorority
was realized in the financial served as hostess to the last
The recent gathering at the garet Pembroke will give the
the pastor, Rev. J. D. Atwater luncheon-clinic to be held for
Monroe Coulter abode, at address.
was very grateful for such a the particip:mts in the "Miss
5149 Horn Lake Road turned Officers are Mrs. Elizabeth
Brooks, basileus; Mrs. Viola
wonderful day of spiritual en- Bronze West Tennessee Painto a fun-loving party.
geant." The exciting young
lightment.
Complete with bartender, Laid. grammateus; Mrs. Corladies gathered at the home
OFF TO TAMPA
the bar imd buffet were tres inelia Butler, Ta'mais; Mrs. EtOff to Tampa, Florida, this of Mrs. Sarah Barnes and
with
familiar ta Flowers, first anti-basileus;
formidable
week to attend the Regional took in all beauty hints from
'rwist tunes adding to "A Mrs. Priscilla Burk e, second
Conference of the NAACP is charm consultant, Mrs. Magnight to remember.' Fun lov- anti-basileus; and Mrs. MarJackson Prexy, Dr. W. R. Bell. gie Massey who will also be
ers enjoying the party were garet Pembroke, supervisor.
Accompanying him were Mrs. on hand to see that each girl!
AMONG 1963 DEBUTANTES
Mr. and Mrs. Felton Earls,
Mattie Merry and Albert Port- looks her best when she apMr. and Mrs. Sam Peace, Mr.
Katherny
night,
coinBurford
Miss
Neely
Miss
Ann
Miss Norma Jean Taylor
Miss Carolyn Brandon
er. Mrs. Merry is state direc- pears this Friday
and Mrs. Alfred Motlow, Mr.
tor of the Youth group and peting for the title. With just
and Mrs. Marion Tolliver, Mr.
Z=1.
Mrs.
atF
a
tta
r
i
a
M
r
a
.
eh
and
a
were
girls
off,
all
few
days
Mr. Porter is advisor for the a
and Mrs. George Green, Mr.
;campus chapter of the NAA- so excited, you wondered how
and Mrs. Austin Barbee, Mr.
a,
aspires
to
become
;high
and
for
wait
going
to
were
they
iCP.
I and Mrs. Clifton Howard, Jr.,
1
er
ear
n
social
worker.
She
hour.
final
that
Art
and
Members
of
the
4
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Bailey,
Zr1
With this array of talent
!Literary club were the guests
Galloway,
'.lee escorted by Charles Whit- The students of Miss Roberta Another dance was "Tea for Mr. and Mrs. Harold
'of Mesdames Ida Jackson and waiting. for you, one simply
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Williams
Final plans for the annual
Ratcliffe's dancing classes were Two" with soloist Nina Casem,
Prima Pearson when they en- can't afford to miss the paMiss Burford, daughter o presented in recital Sunday, and the program closed on two and Mr. and Mrs. Martin Wil- Fashion show sponsored by
A few tickets are pos-,
"tertained the club in the atthe Shamrock Socialites club
tractive club room of Kyles sibly left; so hurry and get! Among the 1963 Debutantes Mr..and Mrs. B. L. Burford, is March 10, at Foot Home audi-!modern dance groups, "Count liamscm*
Delightful cocktails, baked for Curries Club Tropicana
Kozy Kitchen. The theme of Yours from any Delta soror. Who will be introduced to the,a senior at Hamilton high. She torium, where a capacity crowd Down" and "Hit tlie Road,
ham and hor d'oeuvres re- on April 21 were ironed out
• ----- large social world amid pomp is a member of the Co-Ette, delighted to the terpsichorean Jack."
ceived applause galore from when the members met reare the above charming highlInc., and aspires to be a social
talents of scores of promising At the end of the well-ar- this group of congenial con- cently at the home of Mr.
i school seniors: Misses Norma! worker. Her escort will be youn dancers
ranged program, which dis- temporaries.
and Mrs. McDolah Burke with
,Jean Taylor, Carolyn Brandon,lHenry Petty.
! Opening with excerpts from played abundant talent and exIncidentally, Mr. Coulter had the vice president, Mrs. TereAnn Burford and Katherny Miss Neely, daughter of Mrs. ,'The Nutcracker Suite," the cellent training by the hands
Neely.
Elnora Neely, is a senior at program continued with the of a very versatile teacher, the just a couple of days previ- sa Watson, presiding.
The show will be narrated
Miss Taylor, the daughter of Douglas High and a member of Waltz of Flowers and the pupils of Miss Ratcliffe pre- ous, surprised and delighted
Mr. and Mrs. John Taylor, is the Elite Social club. MissiWaltz from "Faust," w i t h sented her with two beautiful his better half, Ruth, with a by Mrs. Cornelia Crenshaw,
gift of a 1963 Martardo Red who was present at the last
a senior at Lester high school. Neely aspires to be an elemen-1charming Nina Casein as solo. bouquets of roses.
convertible Cadillac for her meeting.
She aspires to become a dra- tary school teacher. Her escort ist
Miss Ratcliffe's classes are
birthday! This mobile EmAlso present were Mrs. Etta
matic teacher. She is a mem- will be Eddie McKay.
spon-1 "Mexican Hat Dance," "La,held
at_Foote Homes Auditori- press
held
EVERYTHING Mae Flowers, Mrs. Magnolia
has
ber of the National Honor So- The Debutante ball is
and "Orchids M um, Parkway Gardens Presbyciety and will be escorted by sored annually by the Mem- Ithe Moonlight" were the next jeflan Church's parish house imaginable included in its O'Neal, Mrs. Gloria Neal, Mrs.
equipment — name it and it's Jennett Harraway, Mrs. TemKenneth Porter.
phis Alumni of Kappa Alpha features, with soloists Vannette and also at Pine Bluff, Ark.
boria Kimbrough, Mrs. Ester
there!
Miss Brandon, the. daughter!Phi fraternity.
IIshmael and Linda Jackson.
graduate
of
Fisk
She
is
a
•
•
•
Chambers, Mrs. Thelma Hall,.
--- —
Other numbers were "Mate- University, winner of a WoodMrs. Priscilla Burke, Mrs.
dor," followed by "Baby Face,",row Wilson Fellowship, and a' Newcomers who have re- Josephine Birgs and Mrs. Dojoined this plethora of
the latter starring Sharron teacher in the Memphis City
rothy
Perkins, the president.
happy homeowners are Rev.
Lewis. The Corps de Ballet schools.
Mrs.
Jesse
LeSeur
on
and
made two , appearances. In
Jonetta and Mr. and Mrs.
"Rhapsodesia," Christine
James Henry who moved into
Haynes was the soloist. An/
2 rooms, 2-story
their 101
LelVjoyne College's annual
Van Ness, will present a other group performed "BallAtty. H. Carl Moultrie, na- dwelling on Ortie Drive.
MISS PAULETTE WILLIS Spring Festival, scheduled for ,Play in Bruce Hall on the night room Trio," followed by "CarMISS ROSE LEE HUGHES
We spread our red velvet
Thursday, April 4, starting men" and "Malaguena," with tional executive secretary of
April 1-5, will feature an art !of.
Linda Jackson the principle Omega Psi Phi fraternity, carpet of welcome to these Funeral services for
exhibit of Japanese prints and i` ':'"'
Lula V. Moses,.(Ix chicago
The library is pjapning
dancer of the "Carmen," and last week announced the very fine families.
a concert by the charming folk
•
dent for the pat 15 y
•
'book review' to help round out Diane Steinberg the soloist for schedule for eleven district
singer and balladeer, Karen!
at Southern Fune
week of activitywhich is "Malaguena."
meetings of the organization.
Lee (Mrs. W. L.) Jamison were held
Duke, who accompanies her- the
Home last Wednesday night'
under auspices of the college's In the Corps de Ballet, Paula
we're
hapthe
mend
and
on
is
will
The
Eighth
District
self with the guitar. Other acCultural Activities Committee Pinston was soloist, with prin- convene at Lilbourn, Mo., py that she's on the road to Mrs. Moses returned to Memtivity will include a student
headed by Dr. Paul Hayes.
ciple dancers Rosita Bell, Joyce April 19-21, while the Ninth full recovery after her recent phis for the funeral of her
dance recital, a play presented
brother, Mr. Pleas Stinnett, of
Parker. Etta Sue Ish and District meeting will be held automobile accident.
by the student drama group,
at Hot Springs, Ark., April Still hospitalized is Vera- 1000 Beaton it., and was
a book review in the new liIn another appearance of the 12-13. The Fifth District will stein (Mrs. Harold) Goodrich stricken!' with a heart attack
brary and a lecture on art..
corps, Felicia Moss was the assemble at Louisville April of Honduras drive in Collins on Monday, March 11, the day
The art show, which will be
Chapel Hospital. We sincere- before he was buried.
12-13.
soloist.
.under way one week in the
,lower area of the new library
building, is to be made up of
30 valuable Japanese prints
All of the famous cowboys
.• from the collection of Mr. and
Mrs. Merlin Daily of Mem- and girls will be there, said
Curtis
Garrison1
phis State University. Hugh Chairman
Lifson, art director at Le- when he was discussing the
Moyne. is to be in charge et Negro Junior Chamber of
the exhibit and will give sev- Commerce's annual Bar J. C.
eral lectures.
Round, which is a charity
MISS ELEANOR WILLIAMS CROWD EXPECTED
MISS NELLIE FULLER
dance. When questioned closer,
A near-capacity house is the chairman explained that
•
expected on the night of Tues- persons attending the dance
day. April 2, in Bruce Hall for will be dressed like famous
the Karen Duke concert which cowboys and girls.
.starts at 8:30. Miss Duke, as
Dressed like the famous
will render a well-rounded "Belle Starr" will be Mrs.
,beautiful as she is talented, Birgie L. Kirby, a housewife,
program of folk songs and 1504 Monsarrat St. Others wil
ballads. She is a master of the dress like Annie Oakley, Ma
dishaving
cial act division
guitar and does an excellent
nest job of accompanying herself Beasley, Dale Evans, etc. Men
played her talent in the e
will be dressed as Roy Rogers,
majorHigh
Merry
with the
with the instrument. Tickets
YOU MAY WIN PRIZES GALORE!
ettes as well as being out- are on sale at LeMoyne, Owen Buck Jones, Wyatt Earp and
standing in such activities as and Goldsmith's Central Ticket others.
The dance has been set for
the Student Council, Library Office.
HAVE FUN WHILE YOU RUN IN THE MID -SOUTH'S
and Yearbook.
Miss Lucinda Edwards, of Friday, March 29 at Flamingo
St.,
1401
/
2
Hernando
Room,
didramatics
Entering the
LeMoyne's Physical Education
MOST EXCITING BEAUTY AND POPULARITY CONTEST
,
vision Miss Hughes has also staff, will present the college's starting at 10 p.m.
Prizes will be given for the
shown her talent in NHA dance group in a recital Mon_1
...
contests. She has served on day night, April 1, at 8:30 in best dressed cowboy and girl
the Student Council and isiBruce Hall.
and also the worst dressed
secretary of her class at Mc- The student drama group, cowboy and girl. Many other
Nairy County High.
under direction of Miss Elsie prizes will be given away.
etSEND THIS FOR APPLICATION TO THE ,
Miss DuPree, another dra,
matics wizard, has just re3. Official starting data is D•c•m•
If you ar• that young lady, reMISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST
bar 15, 1963 ES 10:00 A.M•
ceived honors at West High
vs.' yours•If by •nt•ring the "Mies
—
Memphis, Tennessee
236 S. Wellington
Aid-South" Cont•tt which is being I. Pellets will b• count•d each
for her dramatics presenta—
oponsorod - by th• Tri-Stet• Saturday at 5:60 P.M., during th• e- — — — —
tion and was crowned "Miss
•ntire time •1 contest. Dall•ts can
Dofontfor.
West High." She also particifor
b•
brought
or
moiled
An
Other
the
qualificatient
to
th•
Me
Application
and
H•r• aro
Tr!. Please E61111
pates in the NHA and FBLA.
St.?. Dafrustior's office, at th•
entering the contest.
Information For The
A music student of both
obev• address. Each we•Ic vot•s
single y •11 ri I wOrnIn
Any
(1)
MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST
Mrs. W. Hutson of Riply and
will b• count•d, and ran in tissi n•xt
ht...,, the eyes of IS to 22
• MISS WILMA DuPREE
Mr. Robert Owens of Jackissue of If,. TrkStato Defender.
years cif ego, who his never howl
Williams is an ac5. Each cantostant must submit a
inarri•d.
NAME
Five more high school sen- son, Miss
ritc•nt photograph of hers•If pre.
(1) Must 14. tif geed reputation,
complished pianist and organiors will be among those ap-1 ist. She has won outstanding
(3) Must Ito •'member of scorns (orally (Clack & whit., glossy,
pearing in the "Miss Bronze scholastic awards and works
civte, socitel er religiottis orgoni- 5 • 7), bust.
6. Official ballets (votes) will ao,
ADDRESS
West Tennessee Pageant" on deligently with the NHA.
setl•n•
poor in th• Ttt-Stot• D•f•ndor only.
(d) Must have writt•n consent of
senior
at
at
Fuller,
a
22
March
Miss
night,
Friday
7. For each now subscription of
parents as gu•rdian.
the Trl-Stata Windom sold by a
Merry High School in Jack- East High enters the music
(5) Mutt have attained at least
division in vocal music. She
c•nt•st•nl, bonus vot•s will be
two y•Iirs In hIoh sah•o).
son, Than.
CITY .............
received the glee club award
•ward•el.
For a 1 year's subscrippopularity
co,
Rules of th•
They are: Miss Paulette at her school last year and
NO Inclui.:
fion (56.00) 100 vot.ts will be
Willis, daughter of Mr. and is song leader for the NHA.
awnrdod; 6 months subitcriptien
must register
,
Contistont•
with *al TH-Sts.. Dolontl•r not ($3.00) 50votos will bis awarded
Mrs. Kermit Willis of JackThere's only a matter of
PH
'
ONE
lot.,, th•rt Januory 19th, 1963. end dor a 3 Inenths subscription
.
son; Miss Rosie Lee Hughes, time when one of these lucky
.
ill* Storting dot. for Contestants (51.75) 25 voles will be awarded.
the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. young ladies will capture
hint
Sato,
ii.
Eff1142
itO.Ifot
Is
eligible
to
).
10
a.m
..,
to
relief*,
Is
at
and receive the scholarFreeling Hughes of Selmer; title
dap, D.C. 15, at If,. TH•Stat• b. sponsored by a busin•st fir.,
ship. In addition to the Delta
Defender affice, 236 S. Welling. religious, social or civic orisccnisa. AGE
daughter
DuPree,
Miss Wilma
scholarship,
Theta
Sigma
tien.
ton Ave.
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie DuPree
others are being pre9. Contest •nds April 1 3, 1943 at
of Jackson; Miss Eleanor Wil- three
5:00 P.M.
liams, daughter of Mr. and sented by President J. H.
_ __
3. Each contestant must oafs th• 10. Winner •vilf 5. ,,,,,,,,,d 40,0, SCHOOL OR CO L L EGE__
Mrs. Augustus Williams of White, Mississippi Vocational
official entry qualifications.
20, 1963, in th• Tri•Stoto DoltIndor.
Ripley, and Miss Nellie Full:r, college, Radio Station WJAIc,
2. Must obtain entry qualification 11, Coronation Bell will bo hold
.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy and the makers of a cosmetic.
quota of 200 official vat•s by May I, 1963.
Fuller of Jackson, all honor
Decision
of
judges final.
F•bruary 2, 1963 to continu• In 12.
All contestants will receive
students in their respective
13. Entry fait 51.00.
contest.
gifts from the Jackson merschools.
Miss Willis enters the spe- chants.
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Anna C. Cooke

jDr.

Beauticians Will
Install Officers

•

\

•

Third Group Of
Debutantes To Btrre
Here ',icy..
Presntdga.

Folk Singer Karen Duke To
Sing At Spring Festival

I

[Dancing Teacher Presents
Her Students In A Recital

Shamrocks
Plan Show

I

Omegas To Meet

Chicagoan Dies;
Came For Funeral .47-

•

Bar-Jaycee Dance
Expect To Attract
'All Tthe Shootin-Ups

GIRLS!!

GIRLS!!

alriliArt
..---.....

HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT THE

•Five More Girls Enter
Delta Talent Contest

MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST

F4,
Sponsored by
i•
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DONALD DUCK

ASK YVETTE CHANTE:

GLAMOR GIRLS

Sincere And 21, Wants
Husband Who's Sincere

•

•

Dear Mme. Chante:

ram 5 feet 9 inches tall, weigh
130 pounds, dark complexion,
brown eyes. My age is 19
you have many others. I am a years. lam a Jamaican
by
young Christian woman, 21 birth.
years old, with two children, I
All letters will be answered
am brown complexioned, 5 feet promptly. I will give all details
7 inches tall, weigh 125 pounds. about myself and exchange
I would like to hear from a photos.
young single Christian man,
Anthony Rowe
I between the age of 22 and 39
394 Rottom Park Road
years old; race, color or creed
Edgbaston
does not matter. He must be
Birmingham 16, England
•••
sincere, as I am sincere.
B. Lee Barringer
Dear Mme. Chante:
355 W. Englewood ave.
I am a young Jamaican girl
Chicago, Ill.
•••
who wishes to correspond with
Ian American gentleman. He
Dear Mme. Chante:
must be between the ages of
I am a Jamaican woman 25 and 30 years of age. I am
who would like to correspond dark brown complexioned. My
with an American gentleman. weight is 160 pounds, and I am
"I just said, 'Rain, rain, go away, come again
I am 42 years old, dark com- 5 feet 4 inches tall.
I am anticipating hearing
plexion, five feet five inches
another day.'"
tall, and weigh 130 pounds. I from a nice gentleman at the
am of the Baptist faith with earliest convenience.
vital statistics are 34-24-35.
a kind and loving disposition.
Patricia D. Carney
My reason for writing is to
Ermine Devidson
40A Fletchers ave.
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
NONSENSE!THE
42 Albert Street
ask you to help me get a penLinstead — P. 0.
DRIVER
v45
KILLED
•
•
•
I'M SORE MY PECPLE PONT
pal from your "Lonely Hearts
Denham Town, P. 0.
Three-year-old Ruben Bonilla,
STEAL YOUR SUPPLY WAGoN. wM1 AN INDIAN_,)
King-Jamaica, B. W. I.
Club."
Dear Mme. Chante:
ARRow!
I 5uSPECT A PALEFACE!,
•••
Jr., soloed in the family car
I am a teacher by profession
must
introduce
first
I
myDear Mme. Chante:
and have been teaching for when he released the parking
self. My name is Barbara Jean
five years now. I would like, to
I am interested in corre- Galloway. I am a native of Jabrake and the auto rolled
correspond with some one besponding with American pen- maica of which no doubt you
down a 300-foot hill, squeezed
tween the ages of 27-29.
women or have heard so much about.
pals, preferably
I promise to answer all let- between a pole and a guywire
I am 24 years old and the
young ladies who are interested in getting married and live mother of two children, ages ters.
and struck two parked cars.
Barbara Jean Galloway
6 and 4. I am not married. My
a settled life.
Ruben was not hurt and •
She must be between ages complexion is dark with black
2A Delacree Road
lollipop stemmed his tears.
Kingston 13, Jamaica
of 18 and upwards to about 25. hair. I am tall and slim, my
Maybe you can help me as

-THATs A
SIGN OP
A 600D
PLACE TO
EAT!

FUNNPY!
I DON'T SEE
ANY CAF!
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First Lesson

SEE HOW rT WORKS; WELL SELL
THOSE HIDES FOR -MICE WHAT
THE SUNS ARE WORTH!
O.laf

15

WNTE MEN CAN SHOOT
ARROAS,TOO, CAPTAiN! ITS
AH OLD TRICK TO THROW
LANE ON INDIANS!

I THINK STANDiNG !SEAR MAY SE
RIGHT IN SUSPECTING A PALEFACE!
DO AV HAVE ANYEsOpY IN PARTICJLR
IN MIND, CHIEF?

•

HENRY

(.....I WON'T ACCUSE WiTHOuT PROOF, Bur
IT 45 KNOWN THAT MANY STOLEN THINSS
TURN LP IN T4IE WAREADvSE OF ONE .
CALLED NG EANYON!
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ETTA KETT
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/ STASHED)
MY BUGGY
RIGHT UNDER
THE WINDOW-

OW,BOY.'HERE
Y YEAH!!
COMES 11-1E BELL!
EVERYBODY'
WATCH T4-1E
HEADS FOR
TRAFFIC JAW'
THE PARKING

IT LOOKED
LIKE RAIN -YOU
THE TOP
UP.'REMEMBER?

ALL. I
GOTTA DO
15 DIVE
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POPEYE
WAIT TILLYOU SEE THE
CRAZY LisT OF TH INGS
-LWE HAVE TO
FIND-

YOU'RE MY
PARTNER ONI
THE SCAVENGER
I-.LUNT TON IGHT-

I SENT 'JOUR FATHER
TO THE sro2E -HE
TOOK YOUR SCAVENGER
LIST INSTEAD OF
MY SHOPPING
LIST.' (A

1
-\
"
:2

'C

/ WANT A ousrY
LOCK! A PEANUT
SH ELL!--z?? A
CHEWING-GUM
WRAPPER "!3?

--

,1
2) 2
\•

SILO?
DO YOU AAEAN MY
BEAUTIFUL
ROCKET
is NOTHING
13/IT A
SILO?

810

WHERE
IS IT, MOM ?

'ATS RIGHT:
BULLIES
I. 'BUILT IT
IS ALWAYS
TO SCARE
IMPRESsED
PREMIER
WIT'SIZE!
MUCK!

FORCE

MORE

I THOUGHT I WAS
THE STRONGEST KING IN
THE VVORLD,THEN MY
'ROCKET TURNS OUT TO
BE A BIG TIN CAN!

IT IS
THAN
TIN CAN!! IT Is THE

BIGGEST SILO IN'A
WORLD!!THAT'S SUMPIN'
A KING CAN BE PROUD OF!
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'RS RIGHT, PODEVE!
THE 'BIGGEST SILO
IN THE WORLD IS

•

.,)_
4.-;,-_ ,. - _ ,........
(Nt.
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NOW THAT THE THREAT
OF WAR IS OVER AND YA
HAS A 13IG SILO,WHAT
IS VA GO'NER DO?

•

soit-is To THROW
INTO THE DUNGEoN ANY
FARMER THAT ISN'T
PLANTING CORN!

WE
CAN'T

Have AM

1 1/

. 0
Cn
•.. I

6

EMPTY
,SILO!

"*1-.,-,
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..,

3•16
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tRICK BRADFORD
WE
OW...YOU'VE 5EEN THEM
HAVE
AMERcANI TV
00.1
COMPANY. 54-00W9 THAT WE'VE
MONITORED! 1-4G'S
A cowsoy!

W.-AT'SWE VOiNG
HERE? IvS, .5EEKI
NO COWS... HE CAN
REPORT FINDING
US, i-iEre!

ISN'T Goo.* To REPORT
ANYTHING...I:LI- TAKE CARE
OC TAG;

SECRET AGENT X9

155

•

A WELL-PLACEP
51-10T! PONT
DISTRACT ME,
FATHER',

AVO 7'164/, FR'o44 AA,a.ww Atrel;
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13 Arrested
In New York
Lobby Sit-In

MEMPHIANS IN MEET
LONG BEACH, N. Y. —
tisanship to leave the aloof
f Lester and Melrose met for and join the madhouse pro(UPI) — Eight white persons
'the fourth and perhaps last ceedings on the bench.
and five Negroes faced ar'time of the current cage camraignment in this Long Island
In last week's regional acpaign in the finals of Region tion, Melrose jumped off to
community on charges of disThree tourney last week at a hurricane 8-0 lead over Lesorderly conduct in connection
Woodstock. For the third time ter in the finals. Immediately
with a sit-in demonstration.
sin four games, the Prep the popular Melrose principal
Police said the group was
League champions from Les- nudged his way to his team's
arrested on the complaint of
!ter came out victorious after bench to gLi closer to the fast
a building superintendent afta fourth quarter flurry that action. By some strange
turn
er they demonstrated in the
enabled the Lions to post a of events and in lightninglobby of a Long Beach apart60-44 win. Melrose scored only like fashion, Lester took the
ment house.
SE ven
points while Lester lead 10-8 and Melrose never
A spokesman for the demdropped in 20 tallies.
caught up thereafter.
onstrators said they representLester and Melrose will atIt was noted that one posied the National Association
temp•
to keep the state title
for the Advancement of Color
1111, in the Bluff City in the ab- tion on the Melrose bench
was vacated at the start of the
ed People and Congress of Ra:senoe of Washington, the desecond half. Yes, the "Boss"
cial Equality.
fending champs. It will be
had yoietly excused himself
They said they were prothe second appearance for
to get his original seat and
testing alleged discrimination
both schools in the state meet.
against Negroes who sought
Lester was a close first round receive a round of good-naZETAS SPONSOR BOWLING PARTY
tured ribbing from his colto rent apartments in the
loser to Knoxville's Austin
Service to Memphis agencies engaged in programs to help fight Juvenile delinfrom left, are Mrs. Earline Somerville, Mrs. ‘'elma McChriston, Mrs. 1.1111e Lee building.
last year. Melrose's previous leagues.
trip ended also in a first round TRI-STATE ALL-MEMPHIS quency is one of the Jobs of the Zeta Phi Beta sorority. Inc., throughout the
Threats and Mrs. Annie Naylor. Seen standing at right, from right. are Mrs. One of the twelve, Miss
James Sandridge and Bobby United States and Africa, and when the Memphis %etas recently observed
loss to Chattanooga's Howard
Sara Dixon, Miss Erma Clanton. chairman of Finer Womanhood Week: Miss 'Gloria Phillips, 25, also was
Smith of Melrose were the "Finer Womanhood Week," the chapter entertained 21 children from
charged with resisting arrest.
in 1959.
the GoodDelores Dixon. a future Zeta, and Mrs. Elisabeth Durham. chairman of the
,Police said she kicked a po• The Prep League represent- only players to receive unani- will Home for four fun-filled hours at • bowling party. Zeta& standing at left.
bowling
party.
is
Mrs.
Ka(eo
Loretta
reporter
for
the Wass (McChriston Photo) kiceman in the face.
.atives will find the goings mous votes to the first edirough as perennial East and tion of the Tri-State I:)efender
, Middle Tennessee entrants are Coaches' all-Memphis team.
anxious to regain the state Lester's Richard Jones gardiadem. Nashville's Pcarl, win"recP"b e sev
of
ner of more state crowns than en votes. Carl Turner
.any other Tennessee quintet, Carver and Roosevelt Shelis among the teams that are ton of Douglass round out th•
NEW VOktli -- A ma- Emery L. Rann of Charlotte,
rated among the front run- first team.
HIGH SUCCESS
tf. tC
h.e, e
weilltlfesreeinweee. as chairman
.ners.
jor assault on racial bias in I tN
The rejuvenated junior high
Many of the Lester players
the
nation's
hospitals
will
MAJOR OPERATION
are familiar with the play- school athletic program clibe launched by the Nation
"Thin is not an initial operaing arena at Tennessee A & I maxed a successful basketball
al Association for the Ad- lion on patient jim crow," said
State University and should season with its league tourney.
vancement of Colored People, Dr. Cobb in announcing the
Even in success, Sonny work on a Miami be.ach golf, which sent Sonny home to
give a good account of them- The finals were held at Linthe National Urban League, seventh annual national conselves. Melrose's chances de- coln.
Liston is suspicious of a course, Mike was waiting for Chicago to rest the knee fully
and
the National Medical As- ference, "but it will be a mafor another week.
The Bluff City Junior High
pend on whether James Sanworld which, since child- him. Shyly, he began to trot
sociation in a tv.,erday confer- jor operation designed to reLittle Mike and his dad were
dridge and Bobby Smith can League is headed by Joseph
alongside the massive man at the
ence in Atlanta, Ga., on May move the cancer of race disairport.
parlay their fine shooting tal- Atkins, eneigetic young prin- hood, he has battled tooth
bundled in sweat clothes. Aft- • "I'm going with him," little
17-18.
cipal of Corry Junior High. and nail.
crimination from public- and
ents in each contest.
er a quarter of a mile, he look- Mike said tearfully.
Spearheaded by Roy Wilkins, private hospitals throughout
Atkins and the cooperating
When this big, scowling man
RABID MELROSE
slipped
He
past the man at
NAACP executive secretary. the nation."
FOLLOWER
administrative heads of the with hooded eyes, looks at you ed up and with an impish grin
the cafe and bounding up the
Whitney Young, national diIn addition to officials from
said:
Melrose principal, Floyd participating schools are to he seems to be saying, "I
ramp hurled himself onto Lis.
hear
rector of the National Urban hospital groups and the govCampbell learned that getting be
commended on their ef- you man, but what are you "Hey, let's shake it up a ton's lap. Big Sonny gave him
League, and Dr. John A. Ken- ernment, the conference prooff to a fast start in basketlittle."
a hug and, shoving the child
ney, Jr., NMA president, the gram will include representaball can be deceiving, even forts to make this renaissance thinking? The bitterness of his
behind
him,
stood
up
and
deThe
big
one
conference will bring together tives from national Negro relooked down
if the team's principal is in junior high athletics a past has not been erased by
clared:
leaders from civic groups, pro- ligious, civic, and professional
and grinned. In that moment
forced by his conspicuous par- finality.
his winning the heavyweight
"He's going with me."
fessional hospital organiza- organizations.
an inexplicable friendship was
charnpionship of the world. It
To the father he said: "I'll
tions and federal agencies.
The conference is being fiformed. They "shook it up." send him back tomorrow."
Professor W. Montague Cobb nanced principally by initial
may never be. Except with
that day, little Mike
Since
Little
Mike
was
wearing
onof
the
Howard
University
grants
from the three sponsorchildren, possibly because they
Medical School in Washing- ing organizations. Additional
has been Liston's shadow, and ly a sports shirt and slacks
accept a man on face value
ton. D. C., founder of the con- necessary funds will come
one of those privileged to draw and his father suggested it
and understand the hurt which
might be cold in Chicago.
ference in 1957, is chairman from groups listed as cooperata smile from the brooding
"Shoot," Sonny said, "This
of its executive committee. Dr. ing organizations.
lurks inside, like little black
Kindly send m• the Tri-State
champion. He stood at ring- here topcoat would keep him
—haired Mike Zwerner of Miami
side while Liston boxed and, warmer than a dozen of his
Defender to address below
has demonstrated.
between rounds, Liston took
Mike is only 11 years old, a
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
tW
s:
'
eIL" interjected a stewtime to walk over and give sui"
handsome youngster who is of him a playful nudge on the ardness primly, "he doesn't
another race, another faith chin with a halal ai big as have a ticket."
"Who's gonna worry about
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
and another color than Sonny. Mike's head.
"You bring birn up to visit a ticket at a time like this?"
But Sonny is his idol.
TO
me in the summer," Liston told Sonny demanded as little
The first day Liston turned
Mike's father, Jack Ewerner, Mike peered around from beup for early morning road
a Miami industrialist. "I'll hind his formidable bulk.
"It's all right," the father
build him a swimming pool
HAPPY, SHOWS IT
1
agreed with a resigned shrug.
Zonis No
Street Addreir
just for his visit."
Little
Mike Zwerner, son of
"Mike
said
he was going with
Four weeks ago, Sonny hurt
Stole
City
Miami industralist, and selfhis left knee swinging a golf Sonny. What can I do?"
assigned "mascot" to Sonny
club. The story is that he did
Liston during the ch•mp'a
it swinging for a photographtraining period in Miami for
er. Not so.
2277 SOUTH
What actually happened is
the now postponed rematch
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
THIRD STREET
that he — and little Mike —
with ['Bud Patterson, smiles
The
Memphis
Branch
NAASAFE DRIVER? DESERVE LOWER RATES?
finished their roadwork on the
happily as he leaves plane that
8,..;Y AND SELL CLEA't
CP
plans
to
regular
hold
its
golf course and little Mike
CALL ON US. DRIVERS IN TROUBLE TOO.
brought him to Chicago
USED CARS
picked up a club and knocked monthly meeting at 4 p.m.
a ball straight down the mid- on Sunday March 24 at the
EASY TERMS
dle.
Mt. Olive C.M.E. Church, Lin8-6443
"Huh,'' said Sonny, "I can
°FFIC
PHONE WH
COLUMBIAN TOWER
at Lauderdale.
den
IA 68971
do that, and hurt his knee
MEMPHIS 9, TENNESSEE
Rev. Peter G. Crawford,
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
trying.
It was an injury which caus- pastor Avery Chapel A.M.E.
ed a six-day postponement of Church, will give inspiraListon's title defense against tional remarks.
Mrs. Helen McElmurry MurFloyd Patterson and ultimateAll members and friends
phy, president_of the interraly an indefinite postponement, are invited.
cial New York State Baptist
dis••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Convention, will be guest
• speaker for the Women's Day
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
a
program at St. John Baptist
•
Vance ave. on Sunday
• Church
March 24, in the
• afternoon,
tad
program that starts at 3 p.m. SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD OF TIIE YEAR MRS presen.
to Melrose high school's outstanding basketball plarey,
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
James Sandridge. The THSAA award was presented to
Sat. or Sue. 61.25
•
• Sat. Open 11 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sandridge by .1. S. Hill, vice president of THSAA and
Mtti
onrd
uay
Open
11
Sun.
AM. ti 2 P.M.
CAN YOU USE
principal of Pearl High school during the State basketball
Friday
tournament last weekend.
•

Liston, The Man, Fighter Ir
And,Hero To youngsters

Nationwide Parley On
Hospital Race Bias Set

•

New Subscription Order

•

&laic
Auto Sales

NAACP To Meet

OK Automobile Insurance

New Yorker To
Address Women

•

CAR WASH $
II

HUNKY DORY
7 to 8:30 A.M.
11 to 12:30 A.M.

CANE COLE
12:30 to 1:30 P.M.
1P

to Sign

Off

Ximussmammusemsms•s•••••••••0

(ROUND CLOTHE

SECURITY
BANK
FINANCING

•

'62 FORD

',on. ,t S I 691
$1445
51495

'62 RAMBLER•4
'59 PONTIAC-A

S 895

'59 RA0480.144 dr

GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 -to 9:30 A.M.
2 to 3 P.M.

WILD BILL
4 to 7 A.M.

'60 PONT-4 J. Air Coed.. S 1195
0
5R FORD-4 dr
S 795

895
S 995
$ 395
. . .S 395

'591 ORD-2 4t.

..... S

'6o cok vAir
'58 BUICK-4 4.
'SR CHEVROL

•

•

3100 Summer at Baltic

BRO. BOB
(1:30 to 11 A.M.
1:30 tb 2 P.M.

WLOK
1 480

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORI

s▪ SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

'58 PONTIAC•Idr.
'58 IMPERIAI
'57 FORD

.1,

0000E-2

.

S

695

I! T.

S 1 395

.

395
SI191
S1 091

.

'59 CHE V.•4 dr. Beloit . .

S

'55
'56
'56
'55
'53
'52

CHEVROLET
OLDSMOBILE
HICK
BUICK
FORD .
OLDSmalt:E'
r )

$0700
UP

SECURITY
RAMBLER
675 UNION

JA 5-6397

STERICK BUILDING
'WHIRl fo.si it,, y
oil,
1 10(1,11,111,11
5kv ti

John Ronzo's

CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
IR 6-7573

215P CENTRAL AT COOPER

MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
P 4 11
/ • RCP P•4 RKI•VCinskl
3^""Jr. '.rbut
AR•
'
Ron/A

PEST

"SHOP CENTRAL -- AND SAVE"

EXTERMINATING CO.

TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED

aste thegreatness
çfhistoiic

ILD

'WE KILL TO LIVE'
CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

Ph. FA 7-6033

("Me greatest
mime ii, Pour/on!
1111 510 tAL11•1 5011111 CO.. FIAoIiiI St

II/CkY 351411111 MARION

80 MOW '
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Mrs. Chandler
Buried; Died
Here Suddenly

lassified
IA

Ads

Help Wanted

ts. For Rent

• • •

Houses For Sale

FUENIIIIHICU ROOM Willi HALFFuneral services for Mrs.
RAGE-SALEP
EMLOYMT
ear
betit•svaler & lights turaisaed room Lie. BesUty Operator to Work in BARREL C MOORE REALTY
sw 5-7184.
Helen L. Chandler, wife of the
White Beauty Shop
COMPANY 124SP(v Thomas St.
Corot,
Maid
$45 ak Pho. - 525-3486
NEWLY REMODELED
- 525-3487
personnel director of Univer3 - BEDROOM • I.. R. KITCHEN - Short Order Cook
920 up
Maids - Cot*
Specializing In
Bath - 1158 Clause° - PHONE,
sal Life Insurance company,
JA 11-4319
WH
2.5547
Real Estate Sales, Property
werc held at the Mississippi
NEWLY DECORATED-TWO ROoM WOMAN lilt.DIRES Jul Al MAID OR Management
Real Estate Loans
Blvd. Christian church on
APARTMENT FOR RENT AT 685 baby enter ha day. • weak. Call:
(IL,
8-45a1
8
WELLINGTON,
UPSTAIRS, 1125.1J0.
"Selling or Renting Houses is
Sunday, March 10, with the
Water furnished. Call BR 2-2115.
WOULD LIKE WoRK
CUMMUIN not a
side line for us, it is a
Ironer or keep children.
pastor, Elder Blair T. Hunt,
3.150011 APT. BRICK DUPLEX VERY Cali:
NH 5•2151.
MpS. J. T. CHANDLER
business.
NICE. $40.00. CALL WH 6.6645 or
delivering the eulogy.
JA 6.2880. Mr. E. L. Young.
Mrs. Chandler died suddenly!Milady."
Homeworkers Wanted:
UNFURNISHED ROOMY
We will and
the complete names
on Thursday, March 7, and thel Interment was in Elmwood 2 la*. unfurn. rms. for
rent and admires you
of 50 L.S. firms that
news came as a shock to the cemetery with T. H. Haynes w 2.3937. call after 5 p.m. URGENTLY NEED HOMENORKERN PIANO, VOICE AND CHARM
. Private or groups. Special
el
community because she had i and Sons Funeral home in rrissI.lasulrulrahrOMS ,
postpaid! Hush your
i13Ror RIEN'tI for only 255
0
name, aridness. and 25c toosy
to rate to school children. Z. Lois }Ong.
not been reported ill at the charge of final arrangements.
WH 2-3937. call darter d3 pm. red FARMER. '4101'S 5,11111 Ave. New York 1616 South Parkway East, Pho.•
N.Y50
275-0435
HMO.
I
Her husband is James T.
Business
Services
Situation
Chandler, an officer of UniverIF YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPETS
sal Life Insurance company,
EXPERIENCED
BEAUTICIANa
•
that you would like Installed wall
wants lob •s shampooer in white
and a prominent church and
to will or cleaned. Call Bob Miller
shop or as marmoreal.. JA 3.2664.
for a free estimate. CIL 8-0702,
civic worker.
Keep
children in home for working
mothere---by the d•y, week. or month.
Mrs. Chandler's children are 1, Guaranteed Job in New YON(
BUSINESS CARDS
Ca'l FA 4-5166 for Information
Suiting. Cards - Letter Hearts outstanding civic and social
Rev and Mrs L VC Hem'.
elopes - Wedding Anne. Reaanable
Transportation & Meals
workers in the city.
prices
24 hour service. All kindq
s
fli esin
en
and
sales
of printing & Publishing. Office. Schooll''''
Advanced
women
She is survived in Memphis,
& Church supplies.
aside from her husband, by a 306 M & M BLDG •MEMPHIS St•nback Printing & Publishing Co. wanted to sell retail advertising in the Memphis matket.
HOMEWORKERS WANTED
2477 Deadrick Ave.
daughter, Mrs. Helen C. ShelWs will send you the names .71,1
FA 7.9127
or
324-5449
We pay 25 per cent and 30 •ddreues
JA 5-3131
of 50 U.S. firms Mit UR•
by, a schoolteacher; H. 13,1
VITAL
STATISTICS
NOW
Avail
MOMAIM
GliThITLY NEED HOMEWOFtKERS for
able. Do you know what records per cent contract commission only
Chandler, an officer of Univer-!
25c postpaid! Rush your name,
may prove useful in establishing date on the dollar.
address, and 25c todAy to Farmer 210
sal Life Insurance company,,1
of birth, place of birth and parentage.
TS Fifth Ave., New York 10, N.Y.
PLANNING BEAUTICIANS CONVENTION
If the birth was not recorded? Ten THE TR1STATE DEFENDER
and Horace L. Chandler, as-,1
Proven ways to establish Place a 238
Piano Tuned. Have your piano tuned
South Wellington Street like new. Call BR 2-7644 for service.
birth. Only .25 Bury's, Brentwood.
teacher. All three are officers of the sorority. sistant cashier of Tri - State!
The 18th National Convention of Alpha Chi
Maryland,
Only $10.00.
Memphis, Tenn.
An academic workshop along with classes Bank of Memphis.
Pi Omega Sorority and Fraternity and the
Solve Your Problems 1GOOD MAN NEEDS WORK
AS PORand demonstrations in all of the latest Other survivors include Mrs.
United Beauty School Owners and Teachers
ter or restaurant worker.
With a Small, Low Cost
WH 6-0687
methods of hair styling, beauty culture, diet- E.rdyne Corley and James T.
Association will be held Anril 17-23 on the
WOMAN EXP. IN HOSPITAL
CITY. SACRIFICE HOUSE. CALL:
WORK.
ing, weight control, make-up, and methods Chandler, Jr., of Washington, Real Estate Loan LEAVING
campus of Bethune-Cookman college at Dayhold items di Furniture at Bargain
452.1831
Prices for quick sale. Too many items
of traching will be conducted with the na- D. C., and a host of relatives
ton Beach, Ha., and in Miami, and here
to list. Most like new. At Fraction NEGRO WOMAN EXP.
and
friends.
FACTORY OR
60 Flat Monthly Payments of original cost. BR 6-3072.
tion's top '75 beauty instructors leading out,
making plans for the meeting are, from left.
BABY SITTING. CALL:
Mrs Chandler was named
JA 5-7919
ONE BOOK CASE, BED, COMPLETE
along with teachers of Eirthune-Cookmand,,
Madame Marjorie Stewart Joyner, national
Approx.
, Mother of the Year" in 1959
mattress and spring. one dresser. NEGRO WOMAN WANTS
FIVE DAYS
College credit will b?, given to those who by Delta Sigma Theta sorority, Cosh You
supervisor; Mrs. AIInra C.. Lee, assistant na2 chest of drawers. one washing mawork.private home.
Mo.
chine. One dinette set. one sewing
qualify.-(Photo by Blaleeleyi
tional supervisor, and Mrs. Mildred Moore, a
GetPayments machine. CALL BR 62370. 2152 EXPERIENCED948.1273
and was honored during the
MAID,
Piedmont St.
NURSE.
Ironer. City references. 5
------,organization's "Breakfast for $ 500.00
S 12.90
days a
PRIVATE PARTY WOULD LIKE TO week. LA 7-9043.
$1,000.00
paeans. a home har In tat, °tradiS 23.70
Against Free Water
MEN
WANTED
tion. VIII JAnksom 6-83e7.
$1,500.00
34.50
Make Up To 52.50 Per Hour
S
Contact or Call Mr. Hale,
BOSTON - (UPI) - Rep.
FOR NAI.E
948-0774.
$2,000.00
$ 45.50
Part or full time. Mr.
BY OWNER
Hale, 1108
5.
Lauderdale.
3
52,500.00
Beryl W. Cohen appeared be- LAE CORMORANT, Miss. - class leader.
BEDROOM! CAR PORT. CONS 56.20
Funeral rites for L. B. Bates' He was the father of Mrs.
CRETE PORCH, PATIO
BIGGEST
MEN!:i
55,000.00
5110.82
LOT IN SUB.DIVISION GI or FHA To
fore the Legislative Transsell
appliances
and
. were conducted last Thursday,Johnnie J. Smith, a teacher
furniture.
Would like Intelligent men.
Expel'. In
portation Committee to sup- • at Bullards Chapel CME at Morris Elementary school
EX 7-7116-South of Alley on Judson.
Afievo.pnlue... Cali FA 3..
Be Wise! Choose
"
1 45
"
151.g.22
M
5
o
fint
Pahrkk,
Electric
range
port his bill to repeal the law church. Burial followed in the in Memphis, also a nephew
$49.95
, The Goodyear Appliance &
'Like New
Furniture
726 E. McLemore.
Co.
requiring free drinking water church's cemetery under di- of Dr. C. J. Ba..es of Memphis.
I
Other
survivors
include a
Maytag wringer washer
GIARANTEED N.Y. LIVE-IN
569.95
to be provided in railroad rection of the T. H. Hayes and
Like New
Jobs. $35-555 wk. Fare
advanced.
.brother. Dr. J. B. Bates of McSons funeral directors.
12 MADISON
cars.
726 E. Mclemore
Neallory
Agency 576 Merrick Rd.,
Mr. Bates, a life long res- Ghee. Ark., a sister, Miss 0.
Y.
Daniel J. Mahoney of the
Late model 21" TV-1 year warranty Lynbrook, N
Dial JA 6-0637 on picture tube
$89.95
Railroad Brotherhood, took ident of Desoto county and a'S. Bates, a retired teacher of
726 E. McLemore,
_
exception to the bill and said, retired farmer, died at his,M. I. College in Holly Spring,
For Sale
ANY
TIME
24
HRS.
A
DAY
ron
KALE
Willinm
and
the,
nephews,
two
'home
was
March 7. He
"The good old days may be
Frigidaire Refrigerator refinished like
new
Mrs.IDillard
"It's
Chicago,
and
Better
Bates
and
of
Rev.
to
late
of
the
$69.95
WHY?
over, but people still get son
Holland Appl. eery. 726 E. McLemore
Buy New Home With Muddy Yard
Active in his church-i. B. Bates, jr. of here, and six
thirsty when riding railroad H.
WH 8-8121
Borrow At a Bank"
We're Offering Houses In New
Condition
grandchildren.
steward,
trustee
andl
B.
BATES
was
NEAT
a
EXP. NURSE MAID, IRONING With Established Lawn - Fenced
trains."
BackI 3 or 4 days a week
yard - 3 Bedrooms
- Combination
Kitchen And Family
327.3364

Instructions

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

ABC
MAIDS

Wanted

I

WOI

chil
Def
sass
chit
Ii
islet
Len

•• 41
a
b°Y

Special Services

NEED MONEY?

Furn. For Sale

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

Hold Rites For L. B. Bates

Lo„o

accepts,

Or

Will

Sell.

Equity.

State Savings Bank

CLASSIFIED

Houses

The Famous
Beale St. Shopping Center

For Sale Misc.
5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
, Highway 64 rif
Ellendale can la
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
Gibbs. Jr.

& NATTERS
PHOTOGRAPHY"

Boron In Bugle., 1 5
P•or•, Because N. Ar• Speclv!•
late In Our Fi•Id.
N

8 H BARBER SHOP

SPRING WOOLENS FOR
EASTER HAVE ARRIVED

ERNEST WITHERS

W. May•

Visit

129 Beale

by

"ALTERATIONS
WHILE YOU WAIT"

I

SHOE STOREBEALYST
EASTER STYLE
SHOES FOR MEN
BLACK & WHITE
NYLON
ALLIGATOR SHOES

TAILORS

"THE BEST IN

151 Beaie St.

WAYNE'S

COLETTA'S

STUDIO -1

CLEANERS

TUXEDO RENTALS

319 BEALE STREET
!

ATHAN'S
N LOAN II FFICE

525-9395

TENN.
REGULAR

CAPITOL LOANS
138 BEALE: STREET

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED ON
Articles of Value
D;arnonds,
Jewelry,

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEALE STREET

Watches,
Golf Clubs,
Shotguns, Tools

BAPTIST BOOKSTORE
1963 Standard Sunday Scheel
Coraantary..... $2.35

1963 NIGLEYS Sunday School
Commentary
$2.95
BAPTIST STANDARD HYMNAL.
Peck•t Si,. Points for Empkazis

345 BEALE STREET
Phone. JA 7-4732

PPES
MEN S SHOP

ing, brakes and air conditioning

car as trade.
Call Ernest Jones between 1
p m. and 7 p.m. at WH 6-9591.
will

EASTER IS
APRIL 14th

Uncle Sam Says...

162-164-166 BEALE ST.

LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALVE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO'SMALL
MONEY TO

Asa•sameweleawarassdermamenalaWh

NEED-MONEY?
hAT YOUR INCONVENIENCE,
MEET ME AT

Unredeemed Pledgmi On Nair,

ALL LOANS CONE/DEN-TM fl

1
1

6-1130

RED HOT

MONEY TO LOAN!
ON ANYTHING OF VALUE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SHOTGUNS - CAMERAS - DIAMONDS
RADIOS - JEWELRY CLOTHING

UNCLE SAM'S PAWN

or
182 So. Main St.
MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE

SO....HURRY
NEWSBOYS, MEN OR
WOMEN who are interested in

HOSE

(JUST4V...77

25

ONE COUPON TO CUSTOMER

BERT'

DEPT.
STORES

125 BEALE - 1221 THOMAS

BUY U. S. BONDS

Special lot of
LADIES

SHOES
PR. i

5100

AOR

Potent or kid, All
wId• widths. Sla•s
Up to 11. V•ry
Sper,o1

Ladies'

LOAN OFFICE
152 BEALE ST

•

YES
THIS

Newest Style $

DRESSES
Size 0 to 64

SPACE IS

Ladies' New Easter

SKIRTS
Many styles and color

$

94

!'Mgrn. 24 to 26,

Ladles'

Newest Pastel

FOR

BLOUSES
Sire. 32 to RR

Ladies Stylish

HATS
$194

making money. Call Jackson 6-8397
or Jackson 6-8398
Call or come to:
236 South Wellington Street

Si n
Expert Watch Repairing

122 BEALE

COUPON
LSEAMLESS

S100

MORRIS'

SHOP

older

417 SO. PARKWAY EAST
OPEN FOR INSPECTION
CHARMING 7 ROOM BRICK
Price Reduced te $11.250.80
$350.00 CASH, PLUS CLOSING
H. W. FLOORS, RED GUM TRIM
Mrs. L. Fitter
BR 5-664111
LARKIN-GOWAN. INC.
BR 5-8174

-.You can earn cash selling the Tri-State
Defender weekly. Call us or come in
today. We deliver to your door.

MERICAN
LOAN CO.
108 Beale

Stretch
Bands
Italian
Sunglasses

1796 PATTRICK
NEAR HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
OWNER ASSUMES

MAKE BIG MONEY
SELLING....
THE TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

SHOP NOW

R•v. C. M. LEE, Owner

EPSTEIN io"('F "

take

ADS

HAVE

ht-)s
to
SaV

whc
and
phi

bet

PULLING

Jor
twf
St

159 61 Beal St
IA 1-6757

Watch
Crystals

RAINES REALTY CO.
575 RAINES RD.

4% percent V. A. Loan - 363.22 Monthly
54 MERCURY - ONLY 565
Notes; Nothing Down. Or New FHA
In good condition. Radio, hater, godd Loan
With $300 Down Plus Closing Cost.
tires, new battery. MU 5-1666.
NEW LOOK
1960 THUNDERBIRD POWER AND
3 Bedroom, Tile bath-Fenced Backyard
air conditioned. Ral leather. By
GI. 8-5255
Office 398-7682
original owner. Beautifut 52.450. Gold
Battery and Radiator Service. 340
TWO NICE HOMES
Union.
1213 Dempster. Hardwood floors.
1263 Newark, 3 Bedrooms, Come
Terms. Bill Winemiller.
59 DESOTO 2 DR HARDTOP see. Easy
CARTER REAI.TY CO.
GL
8-5666 3294 Poplar FA 7-5360
FULL EQUIP with power steer

•••••••••e•amol.

H

Room With Broken
Red Tile Floors. Separate Living Room
- Car-port -- GL 8-5255 398-7682

AN
ADVERTISER

1

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi State Line. MADAM BELL i8
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to slay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are you discourage'
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MAI)AM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to slay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Ile sure to look for the RED BRICK
1100SE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Whitehaven Slate Line
Catch yellow lots
and get off at Slate Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM BELL'S HAND 814;N.
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